Should activities be scheduled on Tuesday nights? See page 7.

Hungry intruders
break into Eustis
BY REGINA LIPOVSKY
News Editor

Two maleindividuals broke into
the Eustis administrative building
on the morning of Friday,Oct. 9.
Safety and Security was summoned to Eustis at 1 a.m. in response to a phone call made by a
member of the faculty, according to
Director and Safety and Security
John Frechette.
"We got a call from a faculty
member that there werepeople prying open the back windows/' said
Security Guard Carly-Jo Vickers.
Vickers was on duty when the incident occurred.
v ii.JS.ci a (tuivcu «->u iuc ov_ej .it: iu

discover two male individuals in
the faculty lounge of the building,
she said. "They had "gone*in and
were setting up dinner in the
kitchen," said Vickers.
One of the perpetrators was
caught and had his Student ID

seized, according to Vickers. The
other was identified by a backpack
left behind, she said.
"They were after food ," said
Frechette. 'They were caught in the
process of making peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches."
The two fled upon being discovered b y Vickers, according to
Frechette. 'They both ran but were
trapped by one of the doors."
Security has only officially identified one of the intruders. "One
was a student," said Frechette.
"There was an illegal entry into
Eustis by at least one student," said
Associate Dean of Students Mark
Serdjen ian. "The other person is
unknown."
The student will probably go in
front of the Judicial Board in the
near future, said Serdjen ian.
There was no damage incurred
to Eustis, according to Frechette.
No report was made with the
Waterville Police department.O

L*aiciiey resigns
them."
The resignation did
not come as a complete
surprise to those with
whom Laidley worked.
'T had heard for
awhile that she might not
stick with the job," said
Tullio Nieman, director
of Student Activities.
"The job wasn't what she
thought it would be and
shewasf eeling som eti me
constraints."
Laidley had spoken
with Stu-A President Bill
Higgins '93 about the
possibility of her resignation.
"She said she had no
motivation for the job,"
said Hi ggins. "Shedidn't
feci like being in the StuEcho file pltoto
A office. I don't know if
Karen Laidley '93 resigned as the
that stemmed from last
Student Association cultural chair.
year."
Laidley, who was StuA vicepresident last year,
attributed some of her problems as
BY ANDREA KRASKER
cultura l chair to her work in Stu-A
Editor
last year.
,
"Over tho summer I just felt reKaron Laidley '93, Student As- ally burnt out from last year," said
sociation [Stu-A] cultural chair, re- Laidley. "Last year really took a lot
signed from hor position on Friday, out of mc."
Oct. 9.
Higgins had though t tha t
"I had a lot of ideas," sai d Laidley was working on planning
Laidley. "I found that I just didn 't cultura l events. "We thoug ht t hat
have the energy lo go through with stuff was in the works, and nothing
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Coed roommates share
p ositive living exp erience
BY SARAH K INMAN
Contributing Writer

Coed rooms add a new twist tc
the roommate experience as gen
ders sharetheir unique perspectives
"You learn a lot about menstrua
Hon," said Dick Weafer '93, one o
the members of the Foss coed quad
Susa n Karnes '93 believes tha
the guys in her room help to balana
things out. "I don't think that I coulc
live with three girls, we'd end uf
killing each other," she said. Karnei
lives in a quad in Foss with Weafer
Greg Lynch '94 and Heather Perrj
'93.
Coed rooms started on Campus
four or f ive years ago, according to
Paul Johnston, dean of housing.
"The d eman d goes up every year
but we try to limit it to the preselected suites," said Johnston,
There are seven coed roomsoncampus this year: three quad s, two six
person suit es an d on e f ive person
suite.
"It's not for everybody," said
Perry.
"I don't behave any d i ff eren tly
than I would ifl lived with all men,"
said Lynch.
really materialized,"hesaid ."I question why sho even ran (for cultural
chair]. That screws 1,600 people."
This resignation was notan indication of any personnel problems in
Stu-A, according to Higgins. "It was
all her," he said. "This was not a
personal problem with Stu-A exec.
She just didn 't want to do the job."
"1 felt I was doing a disservice to
Colby by not having tho enthusiasm ," said Laidl ey.
Higgins agreed that the resigna-

"I've had a rough week and it's
cool to come back and get a guy's
perspectiveon things,"said Karnes.
Lynch's parents were concerned
last semester when he moved into a
coed quad. "Now, they're used to
it," he said.
"I thought my dad was going to
fli p," said Karn es, "until [Weafer
and Lynch] helped us move in."
Sharing interests such as swimming, hel p the roommates get along.
Unlike the Foss quad, the students in the Mary Low Annex like
to characterize themselves as "one
bi g dysfunctional family," according to the Annex bulletin board .
"We're all very, very different,"
said Naomi Devlin '95. The Annex
h ouses a m ix of p erf o rm i ng ar t s,
science and English majors.
Amanda White 93,Rob Isaacson
'93 and Jim Kelley '93 lived in London last semester on the Colby in
London program. They planned to
j oin Karol Brewst er '93 and Devlin
when they returned this fall. "My
mom thinks it's cool," said White.
Devlin feels the living arrangements are educational for what she
an d h er roommat es can learn fr om
one another. She believes that they
have even developed their own language.

It is important to have well established relationships with your
friends if you are going to live together, said White. "We know each
other well enough to communicate
through glances," she said.
Coed rooming arrangements
forced some into assuming traditional gend er roles,according to Josh
Bu bar '93. Bubar lives with Karen
Nelson '93, Liz Artwick '93, Adam
Learn er '93, Matt Wiacek '93 and
Dean Shaddock '93 in Pierce.
"We clean because [if we didn't]
we'd be living in an armpit," said
Artwick.
Having multi ple roommates is
nothing new to most members of
the Pierce six-person, although none
have lived in a coed room before.
Bubar lived in the Woodman sixperson last fall and Nelson and
Artwick lived in a Johnson qu ad
together last semester. "It's easy to
throw bi g, hedonistic bashes with
six people, i.e. the 'Bad Beer Fest
Three/" said Wiacek.
Learner has come to a conclusion of his own about coed living.
"The best thing is that the girls have
really neattoiletricsthatyou'd n ever
buy."Q

tion was the right decision. "Wc appointmen t will need to be apdon't want the students losing out," proved by the Presidents' Council.
he said. "If you 're not going into
Laidley is happy with her decithis job 100 percen t, you're not go- sion, bu t feels some regre ts for "the

ing into it at all."
Stu-A is in the process of finding
a replacement for Laidley. "Bill and
Karen Rimashavc talked about looking at a temporary appointmen t,"
said Nicman. "They aro going over
some names." The Stu-A President
has the right of appointment on a
temporary basis. Any permanent

inconvenience that it causes for StuA, the setback, the t i me tha t's been
lost in planning things'" she said.
"I wish she would've stayed,"
said Higgins, "but it' s best for t he
students. We're shopping around
[for a replacement]. Maybe something will materialize/'Q

Are students smarter
or professors "softer"?
The average grade point average [GPA] at
Colby hasrisensteadilyoverthepastthreeyears,
said George Coleman, registrar. 'The average
cumulativeGPAfor a senior in the '89-'90 school
year was a 3.0,but in the '91-'92 academic year it
was 3.10," said Coleman. "Depending on how
MichaelMcElany '95was taken totheOakland youlookatiteitherColby'sstudentshavegotten
police station on Thursday, Oct. 8 after being betteror their professors have gotten softer."
pulled over for having a broken headlight,
The average first-year GPA has risen from a
accordingtoOaklandChief ofPoliceJoelAbbott. 2.93for the classof '93to a 2.96 for the classof '94
McElany was charged with underage drinking. and a 2.99 for the class of '95, according to
He was given a breathalyzer test at the police statistics provided by the Registrar's Office. At
station. The results exceeded the limit set by that rate an average student in the class of '96
Maine law for underage drinking, said Abbott. should expect toend theyear withaGPA of 3.02.
The Secretary of State will revoke McElany's (K.C.)
license for a year, he said. (R.L.)

Student busted for
drinking and driving

Students reseed
mudsiiding territory
Woodman Hall President Omar Lateef '95
and Foss Hall President Matt Tagney '95 took
matters into their own hands last week.In an
attempt to minimize the damage caused by
mudsndingbehiridtheirhalls,thetwoundertook
an efforttoreseedthegrass. "Sincewekindoffelt
responsible for what happened, we decided to
spend some money and throw on some seeds/'
said Lateef. "It hasn't grown very well, at least
not yet. [The lack of results] was kind of a
bummer." (R.L.)

Medi a discuss their
role in the election
Journalistsfrom theBoston Globe,Wall Street
Journal,Newsday,CBSandCNNwillparticipate
in a discussion of the media's role in the 1992
election. The conferenceon Nov. 12will begiven
in conjunction with the presentation of the
Lovejoy Convocation Award, according to
Director of Communications Ed Hershey. The
discussion is free and open to the public. There
will be three subsequent discussions on "The
Meaning of the Election," 'The Polls and the
Media" and 'The Road to the Election." (R.L.)

Get your picture
in the yearbook

This year, for the first time, the "Oracle,"
Colby's yearbook, is accepting pictures from
undergraduates, according to Bill Hanna '93,
Oracle editor. Since room in the bookis limited,
photosaretakenonafirst-come,first-servebasis.
Photos can be sent to the "Oracle"mailbox in the
. Quotes have made a comeback in the Student Association office, with names,
graduation years,extensions and box numbers.
Mooseprints. The new quotations are not the
(RL)
revival of the Quote of the Day which was taken
outlastyear.The quotations,called "Stu-AWords
of the Day," are a response to students who
wanted Quote of the Day back, according to
Colby student William Michels '93 was
Student Asssociation [Stu-A] President Bill arrested for driving on a suspended license. He
Higgins '93. "Some days it might be recipes, was pulled over on North Street in.Watervilleat
safety tips or funny things,"he said. "There is no 11:10 on Oct. 5,according to theWatervillepolice
reason to stir up controversy on this campus." log. Michels will face charges of operating after
(R.L.)
suspension. (A.K.)

Even better than
the real thing?

Another student busted

Corr ect ion :
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Heather Perry
'94's name was
misspelled in the
article "Seller 's
re-negotiating
contract" in the
Oct. 8 issue of
The Echo.
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Alumni return to
Colby for tailgating fun
BY DOUG HILL
Staff Writer

Colby alumni returned to campus for HomecomingWeekend Oct,
9-11.
"About two hundred alumni
" said Mary Porter, actistered,
reg
directorof
alumni relations,"but
ing
a whole lot of the class of '92 came
who didn't register. You could tell
there were more than two hundred
at the tailgating parties."
There was a dinner on Friday
ni ght with Dick McGee, an assistant football coach and former athletic director at Colby, according to
Porter. The Paula Pound stone concert planned for Friday night was
cancelled when her plane couldn't
land .
"We were really disappointed
about the Paula Poundstone
cancelling," said Porter, "that
was supposed to be the highlight of
the weekend."
More activities were planned for
Saturday. The Colby Eight had a
reunion on the Row. A small audience gathered to watch a spontaneous performance with some of the
alumni members. The Blues Pirates
played at an outdoor party put on
by Averill and West Quad. There
were the traditional tailgating parties before and during the football
game.
Alumni were busy trying to
track down friends who are still

Recycle this 'Echo.
(Reuse p- lastic bags.
Write on both sides
of your p ap er,f iring
a hackpackjtothe
grocery store.J ust
say no to styrof oam.
Waf l^an cC Bike more,
(Don 't sp it your gum
outside. (Don 't use
p roductsthat do
things to animals
that you wouldn't
want done to
yourself . (Don 't
recycle condoms,
educate yourself
'E ducate someone
else. (Plant a tree.
Use your Colby mug.

This is not
j ust about
recycling
this Echo!

students at Colby or who were just
here for the weekend. "We've just
been going from place to place,"
said Mary-Beth Heisketl '92. We're
stopping by to talk to peop le and
trying to find out what everyone in
the class of '92 is up to."
While the football game and the
tailgate parties were the most popular activities, some climbed to the
top of the Miller Library Tower,
which was open for tours. "It's
something '
Ive never done in my
four years here," said Jennifer
Greenleaf '92. "Next we're definitely getting some nachos."
Other activities planned for Saturday included Alumni council
meetings as well as a class of '92
mini-reunion brunch. At the center
of the day was the football game.
Later there were departmental receptions, tours of the art museum,

and post-game music at the Spa by
Eric Rafson '73 and Jeff McGee '76,
according to Porter. The Trend, a
motown cover band played at the
Student Center in the evening.
Some alumni arrived later and
had less structured plans. "It's all
ad-lib," said Peter Weinberg '91.
We just got here. We don't know
where we're going, where we're
sleeping, or how we're getting
home"
'There was a good turnout and
a good schedule, though not as exciting without Paula Poundstone."
said Porter. "When I started here in
1989 we used to register twenty
people. Now it's two hundred. The
bands help attract them back. Last
year we had Livingston Taylor and
1964, a Beatles coyer band, both of
which were very popular."
There was some jealousy among

photo by Cina Wertheim

Trent Kamke '93 , Pete Indovino '91 and LeifGa rrity '91 (l-r)
the recent graduates for those still
at Colby. "We think they made all
these wonderful changes a year too
late," said Nancy Putnam '92. "I
mean, now there are phones, an

elevator in Lovejoy and a store in
the Spa. We never had any of that."
Graduates were glad to be back.
"It feels like we never left," said
Sarah Hamilton '92. Q
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GET A SECOND PIZZA FOR HALF
PRICE

ANY BEN & JERRY'S
'ICE CREAM PRODUCTS
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Starlight , star bright
A variety show was held on Wednesday night, October 7, to benefit the
Starlight Foundation which grants wishes for terminally ill children.
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Chunk y Divas and Ned Brown '93
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News Editor

Closetoninehundred fans were
disappointed when comedienne
Paula Poundstone's performance
was cancelled on Friday, Oct. 9.
"I was outraged ," said Hollis
Rendleman '94. "I was really angry
that wc had to sit there for two
hours to find out that the show was
cancelled."
Poundstone did not arrive because of transportation problems,
according to Director of Student
Activities Tullio Nieman. "At about
2:30 in the afternoon , her management loam called to tell us that there
was mechanical trouble with
[Poundstone 's] plane in Chicago,"
said Nieman.
The only other available fli g ht
was filled , and Poundstone missed
her connecting flight for Augusta
in Boston , he said. Her managc-

pu bl icity pf wt'o

ment team hired a private plane,
which departed from Boston at 8:00
p.m.
Poundstone was unable to land
at the Waterville airport because of
inclement weather conditions.
"There was fog between 200 and
500 feet," said Nieman. "The pilot
couldn't see the runway."
The plane could not land in
Augusta either , according to
Nieman. Landing in Portland
would take too long, he said . It was
decided that tho show should be
cancelled.
"I was really disappointed ," said
Kristian Parker '94. "I wanted to sec
something funny."
"No money was paid to
Poundstone," said Nieman. Colby
did lose money on print and radio
advertising, up to approximately
$1000.
Lovejoy Commons is try ing to
Sec POUNDSTONE on paae 14

Volunt eer Cent er helps
th e Wat erville community
BY JENNIFER GENNACO
Contributing Writer

Colby students can get involved
with the community through
volunteering."
Approximately 115 students are
currently volunteering through the
ColbyVolunteer Center [CVC]."Our
objective is to do everything we can
to maximize the opportunity for
students at Colby to get out and help
otherpeopleinthecommunity,"said
Pat Helm, assistant director of
student activities and CVC faculty
advisor.
A fairly even amount of firstyears, sophomores, juniors and
seniors are involved. However, 95
percent of the volunteers are female,
said Krista Stein '93, head of the
CVC.
"More males than last year have
joined, but we hope to increase the
number by the end of the semester,"
said Stein. "It's really important to
stress that this is not only a student
effort. All members of the Colby
community can be involved in
community service."
"I think the CVC has great
potential," said Melissa Wilcox '94,
student director of the Evening
Sandwich Program. The Sandwich
Program is run through the
Waterville Unitarian Universalist
Church on Tuesday and Thursday
nights. The program provides a
sandwich, soup, frui t and a dessert
to anyone interested, said Wilcox.
Colby students help preparethe
food and helpgiveitout when people
come," said Wilcox. "They take
whatever they need for their
families/'Thegroup is also planning
to go apple picking and donate the
apples to the program, said Wilcox.
The Pet Therapy Programbrings
animals to two local nursing homes
every Friday afternoon for about 45
minutes. "I really think that it's one
of the most rewarding programs
because of the looks on the people's
faces," said Tonya Boyle student
directorofthePetTherapy Program.
'Theanimalsactasabridgebetween
volunteers and the nursing home
patients."
Adults Reading to Children
[ARC] is run through thelocal school
system and involves students who
are willing to spend half an hour a
weekreading with a child. The child
chooses a book, and either the child
or the volunteer reads.
"[The program is a] really good
experience for both sides," said
Alison Fields'95, studen t directorof
ARC. "The children look forward to
seeing you every week, and if you
don 't go, they say how much they
miss you."
The Home for Little Wanderers
program docs not requirea weekly
timo commitment, but does require
an increased effort during the holiday
season to hel p raise money. "These
people really appreciate it," said
Veena Channamsctty '95, student
director of the program.
Other Colby Volun tecr progra ms
involve teaching reading to adults,
tutoring junior high school students,
working inn soup kitchen,answering
callsatra pecrisishotlincsorwo rking
atthoBoysnnd GirlsClubs. Students
have the option to start a new

volunteerprogramif enough interest
is generated, said Stein.
Although all of the CVC
programs are located in the
Waterville
area,
finding
transportation to off-campus
locations can pose a problem.
"Probably the biggest problem is
transportation," said Stein. Stein
hopes that if students with cars
cannot get involved with the
programs, they might consider
drivingsornevolunteerstoprograms
each week.
"Colby should make a
commitmenttoservethecommunity
having
transportation
by
available/'said Wilcox. "Students
want to be a part of the community,
not just consumers."
In the past,the CVC was limited
to regular weekly programs where
students wererequestedtovolunteer

Forget Sugarloaf; ski Colby
By KRISTM FRENCH
Contrlbwtingf Write**

at specific times each week. This
year, however, the CVC is adding
weekend projects for students who
do not havetime to volunteerduring
the week, said Stein. Weekend
projectswillbehalf-dayorday-trips.
They will be posted on the CVC
bulletin board located in the Student
Center across from the mail window,
said Stein.
CVCalsoarrangesspecial events
to raisemoneyforcharities.Planning
for next semester's Charity Ball is
underway,and a spring Run-a-thon
is another possibility.
"Some dorms will probably
sponsor a food and clothing dri ve
this semester," said Stein. "I would
like to raisemoney for the hungryby
initiating some type of dorm
competitionbeforetheThanksgiving
break."P

For those st u d ents wh o are
preparing to pack up their skis
and head to Sugarloaf as soon as
the sr-dW begins to fall,ponder
this /or a moment Colby once
had Hs own. ski slopeTh* concept ot the ski
slope ivas fee*
ing discussed!
in.1963. A skt
.slope would
have a post*
tuve impact at
'
Colby, according to Ralph Williams, assistant to the President."Since
an estijnated550-6flO Colbyrnen
and women own skis* the slop*
will make a broader impact oil
thestudent body than any other
recieatiorvalfacility wenowhaye
for outdoor physical exercise/'
said Williams.

In the fcdlof 1*53,the administration: decided to build a ski
slope that would be finished
"when the snow flies." The slope
had a Xr20G-fo©t T-bar lift that
could acomodate 600 skiers per
hour* Lighting facilities were
planned for night skiing. Snow*
malting equipment and a small
lodge,complete with a fireplace
and a vending
¦¦
machine for
coffee and hot
chocolate/
werealsoapart
of the pin.
The slope
ntum i iiiiiii ii
itself was to
cover 70 acres
of land creating; a 325«foof trail.
TheT-barpathwas fo b^3Ct feet
wide^
The fee for Colby students
and staff to use this facilitywas
$0 percent less than the fees at
any other similar ski hill at the
time.Q
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wholesaler.
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COLBY ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK
OCTOBER 21-28, 1992

SPONSORED BY COLBY STUDENT ACTIVITIES, COLBY STUDENT ASSOCIATION
AND VALLEY DISTRIBUTERS , INC.
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Chem department

awarded large sum
BY NICK MILES
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NewsEditor

After a long and competetive
application process, the chemistry
department at Colby has recently
beenawardedaprestigious$512,000
grant from the National Science
Foundation.
The money,to be awarded later
thissemester,wulbeusedto improve
laboratories, offices and research
space, according to Chemistry
Professor Brad Mundy. Upon the
eompletionoftheremodeling,Colby
"willhaveoneofthebestlaboratories
of any undergraduate school
around," he said.
The chemistry department
applied for the grant last yearand its
proposal was chosen over those of
"many other top schools," said
Mundy. The decision to fund the
project was made by a group of
outsideexpertsin thechemistryfield,
he said.
'Accepted projects are often
given only partial funding," said
Mund y. "We got the full $512,000
we requested." Full funding of a
project makes substantial results
more likely.
The money will help to update
laboratory equipment and create
more research facilities for both
students and professors, according
to Assistant Chemistry Professor
Whitney King. Tm delighted," he

Bates College
OWISTQN, ME--8at<& is planningconstmctionof art fcehock ey rink to o^comptefed bymid-1994 *
Thecastof therink{s estimatedat $3.3 million.The rinkwil) come as a convenience to theicehockey
program, which hasbeen tusiug the faciliti es at the Centra!Maine Civic Centerin lewiston. The new
addition,, however,will not trigger an expansion of Ihe varsity program becauseof limited financial
resources*
$512,000. in grant Echof ile ?toto
money will help update labs.
said.
The labs will be updated to work
with computers,he said."Colby will
now have facilities up to date with
its peers,"said King. "Our labs were
set up in the forties, and the grant
will modernize them."
The grant is good news for Frank
Favaloro'96,aprospectivechemistry
major. "I totally agree with the
National Science Foundation 's
decision to award Colby the grant,"
said Favaloro. "From all that I've
seen in my short time here, I'm sure
that it will be put to good use, and
I'm looking forward to having the
use of such great facilities."
"I think it's beneficial,"said John
Dudek '94, Chemistry major. "It'll
give Chemistry majors more time to
play in lab."_

Hamilton College
CLINTON,NY~NeW collegealcoholpolicyprrihtbztmgopencontainershasalt but eliminated kegs
from Hamilton's social hawes.The policy,designed to encouragealternative social outlets, has put a
lot of pressure on the houses, accordinglo.the Inter-CouudlPresident Societies haveapparently been
adhering to these new laws.

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
AMHERST,MA~TheCollegian,the Uni versify^ daily undergraduatepaperr is being sued by three
graduatestudents.Aclausein the Student M fairsguidebooklorpids studentswho are notwidergradwates to workon the paper *TheCollegianwill havetoanswerallegationsof discrJroination ia the iawsuit
Meanwhile, the filling of the graduate students" positions on the paper has sparked another suit.

Dartmouth College
HANOVER,NH«*Dartmouihhas established a three*yearpilot program to increasethenumber of
college-educated NativeAmericans,'TheFuttCircle''programis funded bya$15$,0Q0 grantfrom, the
GeneralMUIs Foundation and isopen to all Native American students at theCollege.Although Native
Americans are 1% of the TJ.&.population, they were only .04% of students earning a B.A. in J991<
according to theNationa!Advisory Council on IndianEducation.

Student Association Bullets

President's Bullets 1

Vice President's Bullets

• The Administrative Committee appointed Nancy Richards as vice• Remember, if you are hosting a party it j |
chair , a sub-committee was set up to look at the issue of equalizing
is up to you to make sure that no under n
student representatives.
w
age drinkers are being served. It is a
• The Campus Community Committee looked into the Day Care
Maine statute and a Colby Rule (see
|Issue—further research needs to be done on the liability implications
handbook and party form). P.S. remain I
of such initiatives for on site day care. Anyone interested in having
sober.
m.
their name put on a babysitting list, that will be accessible to faculty
*
' - , ,£, ' - i • Everyone is invited to attend Presidents' m
and staff , should get in touch with their hall president or the Stu-A
"'- " Council and propose new issues, many of m
office. An update of the new harassment policy being considered
V?'/ ' y
C
' : , p P you ask but only a few show up.
was provided and will be reviewed by AAUP and also sent ot
I
'¥ " %' ' V/^ 'i • On October 28th , Senator Jeremiah
I
President's Council.
f
¦
'
'ziA, T' ' *,'. Denton will be speaking to Presidents'
Qj
• The Independent Study Committee has room for two student
¦
'
/ - <' <>;%% % > Council on governance and his experi- M
representatives—if interested contact Karyn Rimas in the Stu-A
; -/ , :r <f y ' ence a p.o.W. during Vietnam.
n
^ ne
an
* , ':'' * ^ y° nas ideas for "Stu-A words of H
' ': ; $>
'
1
'
'', ?%' % l'$ *'l * the Day", our section of Mooseprints ,
H x3342.
I
V.- '^"' ?'fe P^ase contact us at
**/<*/' ,' ff iy, • How do you feel about Gender Neutral fl •
\?if 4%
-'£' %&**. Language? m
'/ / / '} / 'ft ,/ ,' ',
Bjj
° °
Upcoming Camp Colby Events:
yp y? yy?
m
y yy ?• What Guiness Book world record
fl|
• Reggae Legend Jimmy Cliff , Wed. October 21 , 8:30 Page ComI
^s- J ^l should we shoot for?
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Juggler club throws some ideas around
ent ways to throw balls. When you have a
group, you can make up passing patterns,"
Staff Writer
said Mark. One of the more interesting ideas
was to have one person on the floor and
Everyone can juggle something, even if another person on the balcony."
it's only a busy schedule.Now there's a club
Therehavebeenno injuries yet. 'Juggling
at Colbywhereone can learn to juggle objects is a pretty safe sport," said Mark.
instead of Commitments;the ColbyJuggling
Participation is not limited to members of
Club.
the club. "Some people [passing by] join in
"The purpose of the club is for people for a few minutes and try to learn," said
who already know how to juggle to have a Mark.
good time and also to teach new people,"
"Everyone's making progress," said
said Doug Macauly '95,president of the club. Macauly. "We had six or seven people who
People always see us juggling and want to didn't know how. Peter Mark spent lots of
learn."'
time with them,and they're really getting the
"It's a fun thing to do," said Macauly. hang of it."
"You always want to learn more and learn a
Mark,whohas beenju gglingforfiveyears,
new trick.Onceyouget a trick down,you can first became interested in juggling in gradumove on to something else. That's the chal- ate school. He saw a book about jug gling in
lenge."
the bookstore and thought it would be fun.
"Anyone is welcometo come, "said Peter
"It's both meditative and relaxing," said
Mark,visiting professor of Mathematics and Mark. "Every time you do it, you can feel
Computer Science, a founding member of yourself improving."
the club. "We have people who are expert
The club does not plan to perform. "It's
jugglers and people who are beginners. The just for fun," said Mark.
more experienced jugglers help the beginMacaulyhas more ambitious ideas. "If we
ners."
have enough good jugglers, we could visit
Although the club is run by students, daycare centers as volunteers or something,"
Mark was a strong influence in the club's he said. "Maybe we can even be an in an
start. "I wanted to have people to juggle with, opening act for the variety show."
and I figured starting the club would be a
"The goal isto get up to flaming torches or
good way to do that" he said.
razor sharp knives," sais Macualy.
Response has been positive. "There were
The Student Association has not yet apabout twenty to thirty people at the first two proved funds for the club, as they are workmeetings,"said Mark. "Most people arelearn- ing on their constitution said Mark. The club ¦
ing with balls, but some are starting with meets at 8:00 p.m. every Thursday in the
Heights head resident,Matt Scott-Harisen '93, is a new comer
clubs."
Heights Community Room. Q
to the jugglingclub.
"You can be creative and make up differ-

BY DOUG HILL

EPC grapples with
Tuesday scheduling
BY KATHRYN COSGROVE
StafTWriter

Colby's tradition of Tuesday
night activityblackout was brought
up for debate at the last meeting of
the Educational Policy Committee
[EPC].
"Between 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
on Tuesday nights has traditionally
been designated as a time when
only academic courses, primarily
senior seminars, are allowed to
meet,"said George Coleman,registrar.
"I brought up the issue at the
EPC last year because several club
leadershad come to me and asked
why they couldn't have meetings
on Tuesday nights," said Jason
Soules ^3, a member of the EPC.
"The question was raised as to
whether we should protect the small
numberofstudentswhohaveseminarsand classesonTuesdaynights,"
said Bob McArthur, Dean of Faculty.
Only 168 students, less then 10
percent of the student body, are
enrolled in courses that meet on
Tuesdaynights,accordingto statistics presented to the committee by
Coleman.
"Club leaders questioned the
rule for clubs that did not include
any seniors, they felt that the tradition was antiquated and should be
updated," said Soules. "It was understandable when Tuesday night
was the only academic night but
now classes are held other nights as
well."
"Tuesday night as a purely academic night is that last vestige of
thercgimented weekat Colby,"said

McArthur.
"Originally the week had been
split up with Monday being musical groups, Fraternity and Sorority
meetings," said Colman. "Tuesday
was restricted to Academics,
Wednesday was reserved for faculty meetings and Thursday was
all campus lecture night."
'The departments are grateful
to have one night a week that is
solely academic," said Coleman.
"Students won't have to choose
between a seminar and another activity or class."
"We can't baby the students,"
said Marile Haylon '94, member of
the EPC. "They are adults and we
have to trust them to make the correct decision between a required
senior seminar and an activity,"
"The faculty and the student
body will need to look at the different options that areavailable," said
McArthur. "We could maintain the
status quo." "[or] we could allow
'academic' activities only to be
scheduled. A third option would be
to allow anything to be scheduled
on Tuesday nights."
"Asubstantialnumberofpeople
haveindicated that they would like
one night to be earmarked for academic activities so that everyone is
free to participate in these activities," said McArthur.
"With so fcwclasses meetingon
Tuesday nightsit shouldn't becompletely closed," said Haylon.Thirteen classes meet on Tuesday evenings.
"The debate needs to be discussed at hall meetings,Presidents'
Council, and faculty meetings before any sort of a decision can be
made," said McArthur. Q
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householdand the studentagreed
withthis stereotype. Bothgenders
in the class were shocked at this
non-politicallycorrectopinion. Instead of criticizing the opinion,
the class should strive to change,
the society that gives people these
ideas.
The school wants diversity. It
must then understand that diversity alsomeansdiverse views. Political correctness in some cases
suppresses those views. The emphasis in a liberal arts college
should lie on liberal expression.
As the community faces more
issues,studentsshould speaktheir
minds without feeling encumbered by political correctness. The
world is harsh, and there is no
world-wide politically correct
mandate to help us survive life
after Colby.Q

we can be competitive against
teamslike this when our boats are
held together by duct tape," said
Keally.
"Todeal with alltheextra stuff
and still row well is really unbelievable," said Rogers. "Competing against these teams really
boggles my mind sometimes."
The prospects for Colby success at this year's Head of the
Charlesare better-than any in recent memory. "I'm proud and extremely excited we're going to be
there," said Frothingham. "This
year we might not be just rowing
down the river against these other
boats, we might actually be winning."
Anyone in the Boston area for
fall break should take the opportunity to checkout the gala event
and cheer Colby on to victory. Q

Applications are now being
accepted for Assistant A&E
and Assist ant Features
Editors.
Writers for all sections and
phot ographers are always
welcome.
Come and help us eliminate white space.
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PAULA POUNDSTONE REFUNDS $
Refunds will be available following Fall Break on the following
dates:
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College st ays out of
South African investments

man. "Everyone recognized the changes [in
South Africa], but some felt they weren't
StaffWriter
deep enough."
"We were also right in the middle of the
In response to reports of escalating vio- RodneyKingincident,and,with all theevents
lence in the Ciskei region of South Africa, related to that and with the situation in South
Colby's Advisory Committeeon Investment Africa still ambiguous, we felt that a decision
Responsibility has recommended that Colby to reinvest would have a negative impact in
retain its divestment policy with South Af- terms of campus issues," said Rodman.
rica, according to Assistant Government ProThe final proposal that was sent to the
fessor and Director of International Studies trustees recommended maintaining the staKen Rodman.
tus quo. "Some of the trustees raised quesAs of 1987,the College's investmentpolicy tions about the financial burden of this to the
has required divestiture from any stocks from college," said Rodman. "They realized that
companies with direct investment in South this was a moral decision. They unanimously
agreed to the proposal."
Africa, said Rodman.
Colby has lost an estimated $1.5 million
Last spring the committee held an open
forum to discuss lifting its restriction on the since the college divested in 1987, according
college's investments. With all the changes to Doug Reinhardt, treasurer- and associate
that had taken place in South Africaprior to vice-president for finance. "I'm notconvinced
the forum some felt that the minimum indi- that the symbolic power of this act is strong
cators of progress had been achieved.
enough to merit the loss,"he said."The South
In 1985 the committee had determined African government has met the established
these minimum indicators of progress to be criteria for reinvestment."
the end of the state of emergency, the release
"Certainly if we were to base our entire
of all political prisoners and the removal of decision on the indicators at least 90 percent
the ban on restricted political organizations, of them have been met," said Rodman. "We
as well as significant progress toward an end had to look at the broader picture."
to the passbook and influx control system,
"[The indicators] were an input and
according to Rodman.
should be used when considering the policy,"
Rodman presented an Options Paper to said Tom Teintenberg, professor of economthose present. The paper discussed whether ics and chair of the committee. "But they
or not the indicators had been met, and should not be the only input and they can not
whether or not the criteria for those indica- be used as the sole factor in reconsidering the
tors should be broadened.
policy."
After the forum, the members of the com"The committeehad decided that it would
mittee met with President Cotter. "The com- have been premature to change the divestmittee was divided on whether or not to ment policy last spring, and it has proven to
change the divestment policy," said Rod- be a very wise decision," said Teitenberg. ?

BY KATHRYN COSGROVE
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Students will be seeing a lot of Miller library as they study f o r
mid-terms. Good luck front the Echo.
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SP O TLIGH T EVENT SERIES
October 22
Alcohol &WelIness Awareness Week

Mike Barry
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The Election and the Media

Panel discussion in conjunction with
the Lovejoy Convocation

M ara th on Runner
Sponsored by Stu-A

November 19
Hispanic Awareness Month

October 29
Debate

Dolores Huerta

Freedom of Speech and
Political Correctness

Vice President of United Farm Workers

December 3

Colby Performing Arts
Presentation

November 5

John Stoltenberg

"On Refusing to be a Man "
Sponsored by Stu-A
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December 10

Colby Chorale Concert

Director Paul Machlin
¦

Upcoming Event : Marathon Runner Mike Barry-O ct. 22 Aicohoi & wellness
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Awareness Week

Oct. 291The Debate Colby has been waiting for:
the National debate on Freedom of Speech & Political Correctness...Come voice your view
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LETTERS AND OPINIONS POLICY
The Editorial is the official opinion of the paper. The other opinions expressed on this page are not
necessaril y the views of The Colby Echo or its staff.
TheColby Echoencourages letters fromits readers , especially those within the immediate community. They
should not exceed 200 words.
Letters to the Editor should be typed. Letters to the Editor must be signed and include either an address or
a phone number. For publication on Thursday, letters must be received by The Colby Echo no later than 8.-00
p.m. Monday evening of the same week.
The Colby Echo reser ves the right to edit all submissions.

Would you step
out of the car please?
Take the keys. Call a cab. Take a stand.
We have all heard these three statements before, but
Colby students are still getting busted downtown for
drunk driving. Some of us are not getting the message.

There are many social activities that take place off campus that are not
within walking-distance. It is understandable that the only other mode of
transportation available is a motor vehicle, but it is not understandable that
someone would attempt to drive that vehicle back to Colby while drunk.
There are plenty of options for getting home, and operating under the
influence is not one of them. The budget for Safe Rides has just been
increased . Let's make them work for that money.
Safe Rides d oes not operate outside of Waterville,but taxi servicesdo. For
less than the price of a beer apiece a group of people can split the fare back
to Colby. The vehicle can be collected the next day. If there is not a single soul
returningto campus, use that beer money to buy some coffee and some time
to get sober.
If there is a party at an off-campus residence and there seems to be no
other option but to drive home, don't. Make that house home for the night
and return to Colby in the morning. No one will refuse to harbor a guest who
was responsible enough to know driving was not an option at that point in
the evening.
Here's a new on e! Don 't drink that evening. If a ride home has been
arranged then get out those beer goggles. If not, alcohol should not be a part
of life that ni ght. Everyone has heard of a designated driver.
Friends don 't let friends drive drunk .

Letters

YouVe got t o be kidding

I am writing this letter in response to Sarah K. Inman's"Vivian & Ariel" article. Sarah,you were kidding, right?
Maybe your review would have been more appropriate a few years ago when these movies came out!
On a more serious note, you have totally missed the point. This is the point:They're just movies!Movies based
on "Romeo & Juliet." You find the idea of Ariel falling in love repulsive. I begto differ. When did falling in love
become repugnant?
Please reconsider your thoughts on love.
Sarri Salman '94

Concern over holiday
reflects spirit of t olerance
BY ROB WEISBROT, HISTORY PROFESSOR
Guest Writer

Thereactionbymanystudentsagainstholdingclasses
on YomKippur reflects an encouraging spirit of tolerance
and empathy for minorities at Colby; but the demand
itself still seems to be unsound, especially for a school
committed to diversity.
First, the advocates of cancelling classes on this day
have yet to treatpersuasively the implications of such a
policy for a school that seeks students from a range of
cultural traditions, each with its special, often sacred
days.
Devout Muslims, f or example, fast from sunrise to
sunset during the month of Ramadan, a regimen that
surely compounds the difficulty of attending classes, let
alone preparing papers and taking exams. There are, as
yet, few Muslims on the campus, but no advocate of
cancelling classes on the holy days of one minoritygroup
can consistently argue that the small number of students
in another group negates thelegitimacyof their concerns.
Should we, then, cancel classes for the holidays, or
holy days, of each group represented at Colby? Such a
policy seems impractical in the extreme, for it would
massively disrupt, indeed decimate, the school year.
Should weinstead,assomehavesuggested, "simply"
compilea list of holidays,drawn from different religious
and cultural traditions, that have a surpassing claim to
schoolwide observance? Despite the evident good will
behind this initiative, it would be difficult to devise a
more counterproductive venture than to attempt such a
multiculturalhierarchy,which would inevitably generate
ethnic and religious rivalries.
A third alternative involves the proposal issued by
the Student Association on October 5, that professors
"provide written or recorded notes" to students absent
from class on Yom Kippur.
Would this special entitlement to a professor 's notes
al so apply, as presumably it should, to other student

groups,for as many daysas they absent themselves-from
class for ethnoculturalor religious reasons? If so, it is
likely that such instances of group favoritism, however
well intended (or unintended), will sadly erode the
collegecommunity'scentralunifyingfaith that diversity
and fairness are compatible goals.
How, then, can we safeguard minorities seeking to
observe their distinctive traditions?I would respectfully
suggest that we need to rethink the idea of minority
rights in ways that involve an acceptance of minority
responsibilities.
If we are to maintain a well-functioning as well as
diverse community, then each group on campus must
respect the ri ghts of one of our most neglected
"minorities"—the majority.That means recognizing that
even in a world blessed by a spirit of tolerance,
nonconformity by groups or by individuals may still
entail costs.
To act on this understanding is to insure that
individualism—surely a most vital trait—will reflect
genuine idealismratherthan mere self-indulgence. Here
the example of the great Jewish pitcher, Sand y Koufax,
may be of value.
Koufax once faced a religious dilemma of concern to
a great many Americans, when his team opened the
World Series on Yom Kippur. Despite immense
temptations and no small amount of public pressure,
Koufax declinedto play.He did not condemn or other wise
protest against all of organized baseball for not similarly
observing his holiday; he simply made a hard choice in
a way consistent with his sense of identity and his
deepest values. There could scarcely be a more effective
and inspiring way than this to educate others about the
value of one's heritage—to observe one's traditions and
accept whatever inconveniences that entails, to do so
with pride and a sense of dignity and to expect that
others will respect you for it.
Here at Colby, as in the wider society, this seems as
sure a route to building diversity, tolerance and mutual
respect as we can hope to haveO

Private eyes
are watching you
Table tents recently appeared in the dining halls bearing
this message: ''Warning to Colby Females. You are being
watched at the ice cream bar, at the pasta bar, at the waffle
bar, at the grill. Isn't it a shame to feel comfortable only at
the salad bar? You paid $7.00 too. Eat what you want!.All
sizes are valid."

This message is an important one to remember. It is easy to base
judgements of ourselves and others on appearances. However, the Colby
student is prompted to re-evaluate their meansof j udgement theentirc time
ho or she is here.
These tab le t ents ar e there for a reason an d i t i s no t so t ha t t h e average
Colby woman cats more icecream.This was done because no person should
feel guilty for their consumption in the cafeteria, nor any other act in which
their motives are self-fulfilling. All this message says is to do what you want
as long as you arc not hurting yourself or anyone else. It does not matter if
someone's biased perceptions of what a woman should look like are
offended.
Have ano t her scoop!

-i
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Coburn Maclab contradict s common sense

Proponents of new Maclafo wish, to waste more time and money
LIFE'S A BEECH

By Hannah Beech
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It is a dark and scary world out
there. Walks in the Bronx N.Y.,
southeast Washington D.C, and
Compton, CA make everyone's
danger- feelers cautiously survey
the territory. Now you can add the
walk from Coburn to the MacLab to
that harrowing list.
The walk is so dangerous, rationalize some,that a new Mac cluster
is warranted for Coburn. Imagine a
well-prepared and well-endowed
student forcefull y marching to the
MacLab to get started on her paper.
Then, whammo, Mr. Bogeyman
jumps out from behind a lamp post
on the Dana field and some not
very nice things happen.
Never mind that most rapes involve quantities of alcohol that do
not usually pervade the Colby campus on most weekdays. Ignore the
fact that most rapes are acquaintance rapes inflicted not by a myste-

rious Mr. X behind an anonymous
bush, but by Johnny S. who lives
.
next door. '
According to the proponents of
the new MacLab cluster, this danger is a major reason for the installation of Coburn's very own computer haven. If going out at ni ght is
so dangerous, the Stu-A movie at 9
p.m. should have chaperones to
guide film-goers to and from their
dorms. Besides,Safe Rides is raring
to go, according to the Student Association.
. Furthermore, if the logic that
safety is a significant concern is followed,Taylor or Williams are much
more in need of a MacLab because
of the wild jun gle that shrouds Hillside. Several deans, however, believe that the MacLab should still
be in Coburn because it would attract more students to that side of
campus. Bribing students to live in
Mary Low.The Weight-lifter dream
of a Nautilus room and a substantial study room apparently are not

enoug h.
Monitoring the Coburn MacLab
is another problem. Nobody needs
to keep watch of the $20,000 worth
of merchandise, countered the
Coburn advocate, because people
would not try to run off with a
computer. Besides, any damage to
the computers would be automatically added to the Common's dorm
damage account. How unfortunate
for those who live in Mary Low
commons and are opposed to the
Mac cluster idea. They would still
have to dole out money for a mutilated computer.
There is more. To prevent dorm
damage,the Coburn MacLab would
be closed at lock-up; 11 p.m. on
weekdays and 1a.m. on weekends.
So for the very, very few or us who
occasionally procrastinate and start
our papers at the unrespectable
hour of 1a.m., a trek to the Lovejoy
MacLab would still be necessary.
Alleviatingovercrowdingin the
Lovejoy MacLab is another reason

Amnesty brings support for dissidents
BY SUMNER LEMON
StaffWriter

Several years ago in China, a
young female college student was
returning by train to her family's
hometown. En route she was
obliged to change trains. During
that stop the young student was
approached by a plainclothes police officer. The police officer, without identif ying himself, asked the
young woman for directions. After
she replied, the police officer then
arrested her for being a prostitute.
By law in Ch i na , the government can detain an individual for
an indefinitelength of time without
trial. This particular young woman
was lucky. Last year,after two years
of imprisonment, she was released
following a medical examination
that confirmed she was a virgin.
Human r
ights violations occur

in every country on Earth every
d ay, including the United States of
America. At Colby it is too easy for
us to deny that these events are
happening. Many of us do not care
if some woman on the other side of
the world is imprisoned for no reason.
This attitude must change.
Thanks to the efforts of Jason
Oberfest '94,Amnesty International
is returning to Colby in an organized effort to educate and involve
Colby students in the fi ght to stop
human r
ights violations. Asa group,
Amnesty International seeks,
through petitions, letter writing
campaigns and political pressure,
to stop human rights abuses and
free prisoners of conscience.
It is important for us, a s Col by
students,, to realize how lucky we
are to be here. Students who have
spent time in non-Western countries have a much better concept of

just how lucky we are than those
who have not. We do not have to be
afraid to speak our minds and let
our thoughts be heard .Our friends
are not going to disappear during
the middle of the night. Unlike that
unfortunate Chinese college student, we will never have to spend
two years in prison without trial.
Because we are lucky enough
not to have to live under political
oppression it is our responsibility
not to becomecomplacent.We must
make sure that our voices and opinions are heard. Colby students can
make an important contribution to
the cause of Amnesty International
by attending meetings, signing petitions and writing letters. If all of
us take this responsibility upon
ourselves, then perhaps, in some
small way, w e may be able to hel p
make the world a better place.Q

for the proposed 8 Macs and 1laser
printer in Coburn. Eight Macs in a
corner of campus probably would
not make that much difference in
the rushed periods between classes
when the Lovejoy MacLab is most
crowded.
Ideally, a MacLab in each dorm
would be a wonderful fact to paste
on a Colby admissions blurb. However, $20,000 is an amount that
needs to be directed toward more
important tasks like better lighting
on campus, an investment that

would negate one reason for the
Coburn Mac cluster.
Besides, people are still going to
travel to and from the Mary Low
Commons area late at night, history paper or not. Hell,if people are
still scared of venturing out into the
dark of a blustery Colby ni ght, we
could always build an exclusive
tunnel directly from Coburn to
Miller, complete with bright lights
and a complimentary computer for
those who wish to study on the
way.Q

Freedom of expression
disappearing from Colby
BY NIZAR AL-BASSAM
StaffWriter
Political Correctness is enslaving the thoughts of the community and preventing some Colby
students from expressing their
opinions.
This new movement has increased its control over everyday
life at Colby.
Words from the English language have begun to disappear as
a result of this PC nonsense.
"Freshmen" is considered a sexist
word at Colby. Feminists in the
community have fought to rid the
campus of this word . Colb y
women should change the sexist
movement itself and not the symbols which are irrelevant. Women
need to change society and not the
dictionary if they ever want to see
a significant change.
Supporters of political correctness must understand that suppressing the views of others trespasses on the ri ghts of others.
People who ask for the elimination of "Freshmen" clearly are imposing their views on those in the
community who may not be as
narrow-minded.
People need to interact with
others who have opposing views.

If you believe in your own opinions then you should not feel offended by someone confronting
those beliefs.
Consider what would happen
if the school brought a white-supremacist to one of the spotlight
lectures. The community would
go crazy. If outcommunityis truly
diverse then it should be able to
handle having thisperson cometo
speak. It should be possible for
Colby to invite a white-supremacist and listen in an attempt to
make further progress in overcoming racism. If students trust their
beliefs, nothing can change them .
If students believe that people
are easy to manipulate then they
will be opposed to bringing a
white-supremacist to Colby. The
administration seemsto think that
members of the student body are
easily manipulated, and use Political Correctness as an excuse to
suppress ideas or events which
may cause people discomfort.
Recently, an event in an Enlish
class manifested how people
g
care more about the political correctness of what people say rather
than the validity of their opinions.
A student presented a stereotype
that women do not hold power in
See FREEDOM on page 8

What do you think of the
proposal to create a new MacLab in Coburn?
Brooke Lorertzen '95
"If you're doing it for
safety reasons, put it in Hillside instead. If they're going
to do it, they shouldn't buy
new computers; they should
use ones that are lying
around."
u

Beth Fialko '93
"Dude, what's a computer ?"
i*

pholoa by Ari Dmker

Katherine Campbell '96
"I haven't heard of anyone complaining about the
lack of computers, but if
they 're needed , the new
MacLab should go ahead."

i

Erik Hassing '94
"It's a good idea because
the MacLab is always busy
during finals, but you
shouldn 't close t h e new on e
at quiet hours, because
nobody's going to smash a
computer."

Tyler Merritt '93
"Sure, there .should be a
MacLab in Coburn as long as
there's also a bar in Cobu rn."
¦w.

Artsand Entertainment

"Old Branagh and the Kelpie"
opens Colby 's theatrical season

tures with a mischievoussprite namedKelpie.
Kelpie,played by show stealer Scott Cole
'95, meets Branagh when Branagh's shrewish wife Dora, played by Kerry Knudsen '95,
Powder and Wig opened its 1992-93 sea- awakens Kelpie from his fourteen-year sleep.
son with a bang with an excellent production Branagh left Dora trapped in a well in order
\y $ Robert M. Smith's "Old Branagh and the to escape their hellish thirty-year marriage.
Kelpie"originally "AnIrish FaerieTale."The Dora woke Kelpie from his slumber in the
play was directed by Amanda D. White '93, well with a shriek. Kelpie plans to simply kill
granddaughter of the playBranaghiorthis disturbano
wright.
I but Branagh saves himself b
Transforming the short
appealing to Kelpie's sens
story into a play is the culof pity.
.¦»_—«—
mination of her four years
Branagh tells Kelpie that
at Colby,according to White. "I wanted to do he is going to join King Boru's army, and
something that would make my grandfather surely Kelpie could find many ways to make
proud," said White "the play was thrown mischief in a war. Kelpie agrees and spares
together in three weeks. I was very pleased Branagh. However,when theduo reach Boru
with it considering the time limitations."
they learn that the war is over. Branagh is
The play's protagonist Branagh, was well offereda position in the stables at the palace.
portrayed by Mark Radcliffe '93 in his Colby It is at this point that Kelpie's fun begins.
theater debut. The plot centers on his advenKelpie simply wants to make mischief,
BY LORI McCLUSKY
StaffWriter

and he knows that Branagh desires wealth.
He comes up with a plan that can achieve
both ends. The king's daughter is possessed
by Kelpie's spirit, and only Branagh can get
Kelpie to leave the girl. When Branagh does
just this,the King is so grateful that he allows
his daughter and Branag h to be married.
Kelpie then disappears and Branagh's fame
as a healer spreads.
Branagh swore to Kelpie that he would
never again speak the word that he used to
exorcise Kelpie from the princess, but he
breaks that promise when another King arrives with a daughter who is also possessed.
Kelpie is about to exact his revenge on
Branagh, but Branagh scares Kelpie with the
threat that Dora is coming back. Kelpie then
disappears, and is never heard from again ...
or, in the words of narrator Coby Reinhard t
'95, at least not that anyone knows.Q

¦

needed a ladle to consume this
Moosehead) provides a useful alsoupy product. The 12flaccid pieces
ternative to just waiting around in
and four cokes totaled $14.39 (miyour room for the 'za to be delivnus $2.00 with coupon).
ered. For dinner we chose the 16"This pizza is kind of chewy!"
Greetings, faithful readers, and inch bacon and hamburger extravasaid Torin Tay lor, a thoughtful
welcome to a special pizza edition. ganza.
alumnus from the class of '92. On
This week we reviewed the three
The pizza consisted of eig ht
the whole, we all judged it to be
most popular pizza delivery ser- pieces of soft, dou ghy crust topped
mediocre at best.
with a liberal amount of
The :WHOP pizza was not only
cneese, sauce ana meats.
late and cold, it was revolting as
The cheese was so springy,
well. "I will not touch that," said
one keen observer sugAmy Joyner '93 when asked if she
gested a bungee-jump with
would consume a slice. The pepit off the Miller Library
peroni pizza, priced at $7.37, was
tower. Priced at $7.75, we
greasy. "No way, dude," said Ted
vices for Colbystudents: Domino's, thought it was the best pizza of the
Kasten '93 when ordered to finish
Waterville Houseof Pizza [WHOP] three.
the last piece.
and the Spa. The following are true
The Domino's and WHOP piz"You might as well slap another
accounts of our dining experiences. zas came in at second and third
ten zits on my back!" he said as he
Though we opted to "eat in" at places, respectively.
grabbed it anyway.
The Joseph Family Spa, we were
Domino's mushroom pizza was
photo by J ulia Tatsch
The Spa: 3 pepperonis
c_ssured that they deliver pizzas delivered within the guaranteed
Dominoe's: 1 pepperoni
campus-wide. Incidentally, the half- hour. However, it appeared to Miranda Miller '96
WHOP:negative pepperoni,the
buck-a-beer deal (Rolling Rock or be a rush job as we practically savors a slice.
void of all pepperonLQ

Wh ert '$ f w hf t

i

photo by Julia Tatsch
Members of the 'Old Bra nagh "cast

Search continues for the perfect pizza
BY MARSHALLDOSTAL AND
ANDY RITCH
Staff Writers

.———

Gale F or ce

Theatre
stands
with their
a r ms
ak imbo "
BY JOHAN DOWDY
StaffWriter

The Gale Force Theatre comedy
team airs its weekly venue of reality
spoofs and satirical sketches on
WMHB (90.5 FM) radio on Wednesday evenings at 7:30 and Saturday
mornings at 10:30. Gale Force Theatre is the evolutionary upshot of
last year's Merv Griffen Comedy
Hour plus one additional cast member.
See COMEDY on page 13
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30 Lunch Specials Served 7 Days: Largeparty and weekend
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C OMEDY

The members of Gale Force Theatre
take reality and twist it around three times.
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MOVIES
Railroad Square Cinema 873-5900

V™ by An Druker
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nage/drama/satire "Das Love
Boot" or a "Star Wars" flashback a
"Rescue 911."
la
continued frompage 12
The radio program is an independent
English project which is
The team consists of English
satisfying
the final quarter of a cremajors Patrick Robbins '93, Tom
ative
writing
minor for Grencer,
Grencer '935, Jci n Zack '93 and
recent addition Sarah Inman '93. Robbinsand Zack,but they all con"Since Merv wasnot returning our tend that they would be making
phone calls," said Robbins, "we comedywhetherit wasfor creditor
decided to move on and try some- for fun.
"We liketo takerealityand twist
thing different."
it
around
threetimes,"said Robbins,
Inman,who fancies herself to be
the voice behind meridian mail, as he explained their creativecomic
joined the team to add a fresh per- credo.
"Then we put a funny hat on it
spectiveand to playthe femaleroles.
Sketches are written by all mem- and roll it down a hill,"said Grencer.
Gale Force Theater is prerebersof thegroupand the oneswhich
corded
with the help of Mark
seemmostappropriateareincluded
Marussich,a
Waterville sound techin each new episode.
Gale Force Theatre has a jocular nician.Recording for the half-hour
detachment from reality and a seri- show takes from 6 to 8 hours, but
ous interest in being funny. Gale the results are worth the trouble.
ForceTheater's intent is to produce The show moves along smoothly
lampoonstofsit-coms,dramas,com- with only a few technical glitches.
For a nonprofessional effort,
mercials and any other event that is
Gale
ForceTheatreiswell-produced
possible to satirize. Listening to an
episode will produce such delica- and seriously executed. They can
cies as a commercial for "This Can't keep their audience highly amused
for half an hour .?
be Tuna," a combination espio
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CONCERTS/PLAYS/EVENTS:

£
m

B
1
1
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Mary LowCoffee House
? Eric Kilbourne. Oct.22.at 8p.m.
?The Story. Oct.29. at8p .m.

m
B
B

Plays

B
ffl

Powder and Wig's "Bird Plays." Oct. 28-30.

BB
m
ForMonthly Review:An Independent SocialistMagazine.Submit an essayon 'ProgressiveSocialChanges HI J
inthel990s/'2,000wordsorless/ in English,typed,double-spaced and receivea freeone-yearsubscription. |ffig \

Essay Contest

fSSS

Bowdoin College:
Music

Bowdoin Chamber Choir, Chorus and Symphony Orchestra.Oct. 24 at 3 p.m. in the Chapel.
Bowdoin Concert Band. Oct. 24 at 4 p.m. in KresgeAuditorium.
Dance
MOMIX: a company of dance-illusionists. Oct. 23 at 8p.m. 725-3375
International FolkDancing. Oct. 21, 7 to 9:30 p.m.

Lecture

Stu-Amozries
"Rape: What Everyone Should Know." Saundra Caron, asst. professor of family relations/human
\&b v J
The Commitments
sexuality from U. Maine. Oct. 22 at 7:30 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium.
B'" I
Oct. 15-16,7 p.m. and 9 p.m. $2;Oct. 17,3p.m. $1; Oct. M " >
s
18, 2p.m. $1
B
Bates College:
Lawnmower Man
B " i Music
Oct. 29-30,7 p.m.and 9 p.m.;Oct. 31,3p.m., 7 p.m. and B '
The New England Piano Quartet. Oct. I6.at 8p.m. 786-6135
9:00 p.m. $2; Oct. 1,2 p.m. $1
B
The Samples. Oct. 19 at 8:30 p.m. 786-6446
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0 OP/ED--Wed. 8 p.m.

\ LorimerChapel Spotlig ht Series Event
*The 1992 Presidential Forum sponsored by the Colby Government Department. Oct. 15 at 11a.m.
i *Mike Barry, marathon runner: Alcohol and Wellness Awareness Week. Oct. 29. at 11a.m.

One False Move R
Oct. 15,855 p.m.
Wild Wheels Un/G
Oct.l6,7p.m.;Oct.l7,l p.m.and 7p.m.;Oct.l8/ lp.m. W&
and 850 p.m.;Oct. 19-22,8:50 p.m.
\
B
;
Mistress R
fi g
- , j
Oct.16,9:20
p.m.; Oct. 17,3:30 p.m. and 9:20 p.m.;Oct. |
|
Eg' 18,3:30 p.m . and 6:45 p.m.; Oct. 19-22,6:45 p.m.
Zenpropa Un/Foreign v
H| A
Oct. 23,7 p.m.; Oct. 24-25, 1p.m. and 7 p.m.; Oct. 26, H ,
7 p.m.; Oct. 27-29,8:50 p.m.
Be—
*¦**•"*
flfiH
1
Othello PG
BH
Oct. 23-26,9:10 p.m.; Oct. 27-29,6:45 p.m.
M
J
¦ ¦
'J
*••
B^
Hoyt 's TFK Drive 873-1300
y
Last of the Mohicans R 650 p.m.
B
Hero PG13 7:35 p.m.
M ,
Mighty Duck PG 7 p.m.
BV
Under Siege R 7:10 p.m.
Bo*
Captain Ron PG13
B 'f -;\
Mr Saturday Night R 7:20 p.m.
B V<<
Mr Baseball PG13 7:35p.m.
B*"":
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POUNDSTONE
continued f r ompage 4
get Poundstone to return to
Colby, according to Commons
President Jon Blau'94. "Nothing is
confirmeduntil wehaveacontract,"
said Blau. "She felt bad and
[Nieman] said she'd come back to
do a couple of shows in the Student
Center."
"[The
possibility
for
return]
Poundstone's
is looking
good," said Nieman. "We are consideringhavingthe show open only
to Colby students."
Poundstone will be returning to
Colby on Nov. 19 to perform two
shows in the Student Center, according to Linda Sherman of the
Admireagency,thebookingagency
which arranges Poundstone's college performances. The November

Dave's
Barbershop

performancewillbeaseparateevent
from the concert which was cancelled Homecoming weekend.Old
tickets will not be honored.
Money will be refunded in exchange for tickets from 1:00 p.m. to
6:00 p.m. on Oct. 22 and from 9:00
a.m. to 12:00 p.m. on Oct. 23 in the
Student Activitiesoffice on the second floor of the Student Center,
according to Nieman. "The tickets
are numbered,"he said."We know
what went out to who at what
price."
When Poundstonereturns,tickets will be comparably priced if not
less expensive, said Blau.
"It is just disappointing," said
Nieman. "I feel really bad about it_ !'
The worst part of the situation, according to Nieman, was "having
the plane there and hearing the
pilot's voice,then having to call up
and say that the plane was right
overhead but it couldn't land "Q

From , the Echo Archives ... 1971
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45 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE
873-1010

§1Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week
summer session
Ei Youcan take free civilianflying lessons
IB You're commissioned upon graduation
If you're looking to move up quickly,look into the Marine Corps

EDUCATION
FOR M
REAL WORD
Graduate degree programs

(MA; Ph.D) in International
Affairs with an emphasis on
contemporary policy-relevant
issues.
Area and Functional Fields:
? Interamerican Studies
(U.S.-Latin American
Relations)
? European Studies
Q Middle East Studies
Q International Relations
Q International Business
Management
Q International Security
and Conflict
? Comparative Development
Q International Economics
Apply by February 1
for assistantships
and other financial aid.

South Center
l?lNoithi
IM/ v m m i i T t Q 9 m i - m i
Students who are interested in
Interamericanissues are particularly
encouraged to apply for North-South
CenterGraduateAssistantships.

mmimsk
Admissions, Room #56
Coral Gables, FL 33124-3010
(305) 2844173
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Echof ilephoto
Mike Scott singing "Short People"for the Gong Show during the Spring Carnival of 1978.

Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer
commissioningprogram. Yousouldstart planningon a career
like the men in this ad have.And also havesome great
advantageslike:
Ii Earning $100a month during the schoolyear

TUES-FRI: 7:30-5:00
SAT: 7:30-12:00

:

FOR MORE INFORMATION , CONTACT CAPTAIN DAVID
FLORKS, OFFI CER SELECTION OFFI CE , PORTSMOUTH ,
NH (603)436-0974 OR MEET WITH THE OFFICER
SELECTION TEAM ON CAMPUS (STUDENT CENTER).

15 OCTOBER 1992

__ ___________

10 A.M. - 2 P.M.
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Reasons p^opls hooked lip with s&wxmiovesf Homecoming
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10, Real world experience
9* They have money
8* Increase job opportunities
7, Kill time waiting for Paula Potmdstone
6. They slept in you*room anyway
5* It's as close as yon can get to hngging the Cos!
4* They left on Monday
3. Conldn't find the white mule
2. Class of %9
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Field hockey
team up and down
BY DEREK PLUNKETT
Contributing Writer

Although the Colby field hockey
team went 1-1 last weekend, its
games against Nichols College, a
win, and Williams College, a loss,
served as stepping stones for the
team and convinced them they can
compete with anyone in the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference [NESCAC]. On
Saturday,October 10 they defeated
Nichols 3-2, but dropped a 3-2
decision to the number one ranked
Williams team on Sunday, Ocober
11. Colby's record now stands at 24.
The win over Nichols gave the
Mules their second victory in six
attempts. Tamiko Davies '93, Dori
Dice '96, and Jamie Geier '96
provided the offense, with one goal
apiece.
On Sunday, Williams j umped
out to a 3-0 lead midway through
the first half and the game looked as
if it would be a blow out. However,
the momentum shifted in the second
,half when Colby started to keep the
ball in the Williams end of the field,
creating
several
scoring
opportunities.
Finally the Mules cashed in
when Davies scored on a free hit
going into the circle set up b y Amy
Marchildon '93. "I felt that in the
second half [Williams wasl getting
frustrated because we were putting

the pressure on them, said Davies.
Several minutes later the Mules
offense struck again when
Stephanie Bunker '95 scored. The
Williams defense stood firm after
that, denying the Mules good
scoring opportunities. Colby came
up with a last minute flurry that
produced a couple of good shots,
but not the goal they needed to tie
the game.
The Mules left the field with a
loss in standings but they held their
heads high. "We felt good about the
game," said Davies. "We were
pleased with our performance."
Coach Deb Pluck has been
team's
pleased with her
performance not only this weekend
but for the entire season. Even
though its current record is 2-5,four
of the five-defeats have been by
only one goal and the team has
been very competitive. "We're a
young group but we're starting to
pull it together,"said Pluck. "We've
been playing some good hockey
and we're really progressing."
This weekend the Mules will be
traveling to the University of
Southern Maine to face the Huskies.
Southern Maine is ranked sixth in
New England and will be a tough
match for the young Mules team.
However, last year's team stunned
the number one ranked Huskies
witha 1-0 victory. "We're expecting
an extremely tough rematch," said
Pluck. "It will be tough to repeat
last year's performance."!-!

Baby Mules try to equal
past succes on soccer field
BY JACCOYNE

ConMltmtingWiiiiey
Over the past two "years the
men 's junior varsitysoccer team
compiled a. 14-1-1record,- dominatittgothercDllege)V r,eam$and
embarrassing unsuspecting high
school teams. This season has
been a little more difficult for the
team, though, now 3-2.
Tlie Mules lost to a talented
Belmont Hill High School squad,
and "fell to Bridgton Aca#emy7a
Central Maine prep school.They
were able to beat Bates College
and Bowdoin College, tradition*
ally solid soccer teams*
Tlie team has had troublesustaining the level of play attained
b y current varsity players Ethan
$pencer '94,Kelly Flynn"94,Aram

^^^^^^ S^^^
^ f ^ ^ ^^ S

Gondzousian T94 and. Bria n
Rayback r95."We Were kind of a
Juggernaut^ said Goudzousiao*
*On<^ wescored a <oapleofgoal«v
we couldn't be beaten "
On the offensive end-of the
8eld,fheforwards bavebcen hampered by theur unselfishness. Forwards Scaft Giampetruzad "95 and
Josh Radoff '95 often pass up the
ball when shots areavailable,missing valauMe chances. In the past,
f orwards such as Spencer and
Hung Bui '94 took the initiative
and looked for their shots, even'af
the expense of easier goals*
*We don rfr have a true striker/
said Giampermzzi, "I love to
dribble, I love to pass. That's my
game."
Nonetheless, the idea of upholding a legacy is not an issue for
GiampetJuzzi. "The pressu re

doesn't matter," he. said* J/We
don't feel pressure from the past.
The only pressure comes from,
withinS*
Thepositionofgoalke
eperhas
remainedselid,«venvWf h thepro
rootion of goalies Jan Dutton '94
and Caleb Mason '95 to the varsity level, Freshmen Jon leidich
amd Josh 3?ishkin have done a
solid job between tbeposts„
The defens e, anchored by
Ashoke Ghosh "95 and transfer
CharlesPoley^S/ hasbeen steady,
though' it ' has suffered from
occassional lapses in copcentra*
tion.
The team's latest game came
on Saturday, Oct* 10, when the
Baby Mules pushed above .500
with a 4-1 victory over Tabor
Academy, D
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THULE Roof rack systems. "Sweden 's best," sold here. •

DAVID MATHIEU CO.

Established
1928

P^o by Yuhgo Yamaguchi

Stephanie Bunker '95

AUTO BODY
Allen St., Waterville
872-5518

Behind College Ave. .
Car Wash
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Final Examinations for Semester 1, 1992-93, are as scheduled below. Examinations
are two hours in length ; a detailed schedule with room assignments will be published
later. Students with three examinations in one day, or four in sequence, can obtain
postponement forms at the Registrar 's offi ce. Under no circumstances may an examination be taken prior to its scheduled time.
Day
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Dat e
Dec. 16
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^\ "Beat the Clock"
EPr \ Drafts start at
•& bat X. 95
Liv e entertain men t
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from the Boston area
Top 40
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) Hours: 8:30-1:00
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E]m plaza waterville, M E\
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Time

Exam

Number

9:00
1
12:30
2
3:30
3
9:00
4
12:30
5
3:30
6
9:00
7
12:30
8
3:30
9
9:00
10
12:30
11
3:30
12
9:00
13
12:30
14
3:30
15
9:00
16
12:30
17
3:30
18
9:00 Make-up exams

I

Alyssa Bensetler
Tara Estra
Pam Crebase
Katy Donovan

Football (1-2)

Men's Soccer (8-1)

Williams 10 Colby 6
Middlebury 24 Colby 23
Colby 28 Wesleyan 21

Colby 1 U. Southern Maine 0
Colby 2 Wheaton 1
Colby 2 Clark 1
10/14 at Thomas @ 3:30 p.m.
10/17 at Amherst @ 11 a.m.
10/ 24 vs. Colby-Sawyer @ 11 a.m
10/ 28 vs. Bowdoin @ 3:30 p.m.

Saturday's stars:

Matt Mannering '95 , QB
19-25 passing
275 yds, 2 TDs, 1int
Chris Fossella '95, WR
4 rec., 84 yds.
Other NESCAC scores (10/10)
Trinity 21, Hamilton 17
Williams 39, Bates 0
Middlebury 24, Amherst 13

NESCAC Standings:
Amherst: 0-3
Bates: 0-3
Bowdoin: 1-1
Colby: 1-2
Hamilton: 2-1
Middlebury: 3-0
Trinity:2-1
Tufts : 1-1
Wesleyan: 1-2
Williams: 3-0
Upcoming games:
10/17 at Amherst @ 1:30 p.m.
10/24 vs. Hamilton @ 1:30 p.m.
ECAC Div. 3 Poll
With first-place votes in
parentheses, records through Oct. 11,
and total points:
4-1-0
157
1. WPI (11)
(6)
3-0-0
147
2. Williams
4-0-1
126
3. Bridgewater St.
2-1-0
111
4. Trinity
4-1-0
78
5. Bentley
2-1-1
66
6. UMass-Lowell
3-0-O
64
7. Middlebury
St.
2-1-1
60
8. Plymouth
3-1-0
26
9. Mass. MAritime
17
10. Stonehill
3-1-1
Also receiving votes: Colby 16,
Westfield St. 14, Nichols 11, Tufts 9, Coast
Guard 8, Framingham St. 6, Bowdoin 5

5-1-11
4-0-8
4-1-7
2-3-7

Goalkeeping:
Alison Lutz '95

20
.4

Women's Field Hockey (2-5)
Colby 3 Nichols 2
Colby 2 Williams 3

G-9

Min-795
Shots-69
Saves-57
GAA-1.36
SHO-4

Goals Scored:Colby 16 Opp: 5
G-A-P
Scori ng

UMass-Dartmouth
Middlebury

10/ 19 at U. Southern Maine @ 4 p.m.
10/23 vs. Plymouth State @ 4 p.m.
10/24 at Gordon @ 2 p.m.
10/27 vs. Bowdoin @ 3:15 p.m.

Women's Tennis (3-4)

Men's Cross Country

10/17 State Meet at U. Southern Maine
@ 12 p.m.
10/24 NESCAC Championships at
Middlebury @ 11 a.m.

Goalk eeping:
Caleb Mason '95
G-7
Min-660
Saves-51
GA-5
GAA-.68
SHO-3

Colby places second at Maine States

Colby 6 U. Maine 1
Colby 6 Wheaton 0
Amherst 9 Colby 0
10/6 vs. Bowdoin @ 3:30 p.m.
10/15 at U. New Hampshire @ 3:30
10/17-18 CBB Championship @ 9 a.m.
10/23-25 New England's at Anherst @
9 a.m.

Colby 's top five runners:

Golf

ISAA Poll
NORTHEAST DIVISION 3
1. Western Conn.
10-0-0
2. WPI
7-0-0
3. Conn. College
6-0-O
4. Williams
3-0-2
6-1-0
5. Babson
6. North Adams
7-1-1
6-1-0
7. Colby
8. Wesleyan
3-2-1
9. Tufts
4-2-0
10. Middlebury
4-2-0

10/2 2 J.V. Meet vs. Bates @ 4:30 p.m
10/24 NESCAC Championshi ps a t
Midd lebu ry

Ethan Spencer '94
Rod Corey '93
"
Small
Mike McCarth y '95

3-4-10
3-4-10
4-1-9
3-0-6

8. Susan Hale '95, 19:11
11. Jennifer Hartshorn '94.5, 19:22
7. Jennifer Hartshorn '94, 20:17
10. Beth Timm '95, 20:29
11. Lenia Ascenso '95, 20:43

49
43
40
35
33
25
20
15
9
6

Women 's Soccer (6-3)
Colby 4 Wh ea ton 0
Amherst 5 Colby 1
10/ 7 at Bowdoin @ 3:30
10/ 10 vs. Clark @ 11:00 a.m.
10/14 vs. Plymouth State @3:30 p.m.
10/17 at Curry @ 12 p.m.
10/ 22 at St. Joseph's @ 3:30 p.m.
10/24 vs. Colby-Sawyer @ 1:30 p.m.
Goals Scored : Colby 26 Opp: 12
G-A-P
Scor i ng
Megan Fitzpatrick
5-6-16

#YY¥$OLBA -v££
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Women's Cross Country
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JcLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS

WOMEN
1. Bowdoin (7)
2. Williams
3. Coast Guard
4. Brandeis
5. Conn. College
6. Colby
7. Bates

Downhill Pkgs.
From $ 249 -95

Cross Country Pkgs.
Create your own p ack age
with any ski-boot-binding
combo and save big!
jj ^y

Aw^

Men's "B" Soccer

N.E. Div. 3 Polls
MEN
Wi th f irs t place votes in parenth eses
and total points:
l.Brandeis(9)
106
2. Williams (2)
101
3. Coast Guard
83
4..Bowdcin..,
79
5. MIT
59
6. Colby
58
7. Tufts
43
8. UMass-Dartmouth
38
9. Bates
34
10. Wesleyan
:.
18

AfafaAfe SALOMON

M0&S
MM4M

Colby 679 (19th) at Duke Nelson Inv.
Colby 447 (2nd) in CBB
10/13 at Bates @ 12 p.m.
10/18-20 New England's at New
Seabury, MA

Available]

Cong ratula tions to Colby Ski Team members as
they take on Division I.

:

70
63
49
46
43
40
35

10/16 at Bates ® 4 p.m.
10/ 23 at Bowdoin @ 4 p.m.
10/24 vs. Bridg ton Academy @ 10:30
a.m.

Women's Volleyball (9-1)
All home gameswill be at the Gilman
Street School in Waterville.

Colby wins Thomas College
Tournament
Colby wins Bowdoin Invitational
Colby places third at U.Maine
Farmin g ton Tou r namen t
Colby d. Thomas, 15-4, 15-11
Colby d. UMF, 15-7, 15-13
UNE d. Colby, 15-12, 15-13
Colby d. St. Joe's 15-6, 15-3
Colby d. Unity, 15-6, 15-3
Endicott d. Colby, 15-2, 15-13
10/ 14 vs. U. New Hampshire @ 6 p.m.
10/24 U. Maine, Mach i as Tournament

/^^|^|_|_^ Seagram 's Sunset Passion
Coolers $2£f
/^ffi^ v
Bud Suitcases $13S
jL
iBl^J

^^^^^86^ Miller GD Light

l lj & K A S ' Suitcases $10^

Discount Beverage and Redemption
Center
Open Sun thru Wed till 9pm ,
Thurs till 10pm , Fri and Sat till Midnight
52 Front Street

873-6228

RAISE A COOL
$1000

IN JUST ONE WEEK!

PLUS $1000 FOR TOE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation, No cost.
You also get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO

just for calling
1-800-932-0528, Ext.

65

the top five times taken for the team score.
The top seven runners overall received the
honor of All-State. Brian Carlson '94 led the
way for Colby, finishing third overall with a
time of 26:53, just three seconds behind the
winning time of 26:50.
Ben Trevor '93
and Abe Rogers '94 finished fourth and fifth
respectively with times of 27:02 and 27:04,
giving Colby three out of the top seven runners and three All-State competitors.
Jeff Harrison '95 finished fourth on the
team and tenth overall in 27:48, and Chad
Sisson '96 had the team's fifth best time and
came in twelfth overall at 28:03. (T.D.)

Rolling
rolling rollin*

The men's soccer team improved its already impressive record to 8-1 with a 2-1
victory against a strong Clark team last Saturday. Clark,which traditionally givesColby
a strong game, was eager to spoil a Homecoming game marred by overcast skies. However, Colby got on the board first with a
rocket from captain Rod Corey '93. Clark
answered with a direct kick that sailed over
the head of leaping keeper Caleb Mason '95
and bounced off the cross bar.
With 28 seconds left in the game, Colby
sealed the win as Ethan Spencer '94 set up
Marc Small '95 with a cross in front of the net.
Colby came up with defensive stops all game
thanks to the hard work of midfielder Kelly
Flynn '94 and sweeper Brian Pompeo '95,
whose efforts helped stall the potent Clark
offense.
"We definitely outplayed them," said
Corey, "We deserved to win." The Mules
were back in action yesterday against Thomas College. Q.C.)

Ptoto ty YuH° Yamagucl

Vomen's soccer in its win against Clark
Although the tea ms did n't play during
the First and Second World Wars, they have
met on the gridiron 106 times. Bowdoin has a
commanding 59r38-9 in the series. The 107th
meeting between the two teams will take
place on the 14th at Seaverns Field at 1:30 pm.
The event will be celebrated by alumni games
and other fun events,according to Director of
Communications Edward Hershey. (J .C.)

feet of the offense which has continued to put
the pressure on opposing goalies.
Megan Fitzpatrick '94 put the pressure on
th e Clark goalie by feedin g her teammates
with assists. Her first of the day went to
scoring sensation Alyssa Bensetler '95 in the
first period . Then, in the second period ,
Fitzpatrick hooked up Captain Pam Crebase
'93 with a pass that led to a score.
Yesterday the Mules took on Plymouth
State, the number three team in the nation,
and Saturday they are away at Curry. (CD.)

The Mules,now 6-3,permitted Clark an amazWhen the Bowdoin Polar Bears bring ing one shot, while Colby was able to ri pp le
their football team up to Mayflower Hill to Clark's net twice in twelve attempts.
"The key for us,"said Head Coach Carole
take on theWhite Mules Nov. 14, it will mark
the centennial anniversary of the first time Anne Beach, "was a positional adjustment in
the teams met in 1892. In addition, the defense. It gave us more security back there.
Bowdoin-Colby rivalry was recognized by Our players d id a very nice job of making this
NCAA News as the third-longest rivalry cur- adjustment in only two days of practice."
Fullbacks Dori Desautel '96, Lauren
rently alive behind Harvard-Yale and Cape
Cod Community College-North Shore Com- Iannotti '96, a nd Christ y Everett '94 m a de
this new defense work and kept the ball in the
munity Colleee.

Championships last weekend against seven
other schools.
The Mules won the meet with a score of
34, well ahead of second place Bates (52) .
Bowdoin finished third with a 63, followed
by Southern Maine, which had a score of 100.
The University of Maine-Orono, usually
Colby's best competition, do es n ot compete
in the meet anymore because of other conference obligations.
C olby sent a team of over 20 runners with

How did
Clark expect to
Did everyone else
score?
100 years and still
Women'ssoccer goalie AlisonLutz fourth f all down?
For the first time in team history, Colby
shutout of the year was her easiest so far as
running
Colby cruised past Clark 2-0 last Saturday. men's cross country won the Maine State

What, no red
carpet?
Guess who popped up for Alumni Weekend last Saturday? That'sright,former hockey
and lacrosse coach Charlie Corey made an
appearance on Mayflower Hill when he took
in the football game and visited with family.
However, there were no bones to pick
fro m the man who left Colby last year because he felt he was overworked and getti ng
shafted by the administration.
"I didn't leave with any bitterness," said
Corey. "It'sfun to be back here. I just miss the
kids and I came back to say hi."
Corey did make sure to point out that new
hockey coach Scott Borek could have a tough
road ahead. "I think [Borek] will do a good
job, but I sure hope he gets the support he's
going to need,? said Corey, referring to the
backing of the administration.
Corey has returned to Lawrence Academy in Massachusetts, where he started before coming to Colby. Surprisingly,he seems
about as busy as he was at Colby, the main
reason he left in the first place, although he
obviously doesn't have to worry about recruiting. Corey not only serves as the head
hockey coach and assistant athletic director,
but he is an assistant in lacrosse and soccer as
weJI, though he doubts this will bea problem.
"I'm very happy with my situation," said
Corey. (J.W.)

Piper, Mary Low,
Grossman lead way in soccer
BYTyLTSE DUVALL
StaffWriter

Round one of the I-PLAY saga
was completed yesterday with
thesoecerdoriMeague and open
league playoff finals.
After a grueling regular season,eight teams advanced to the
single elimination playoffround
for the dorm 'l eague. Piper and
Mary law, wtio tied during Ihe
regular season*led the way witha
total! of 30.S points and 3»0-J
records, Grossman took third
place overall with 29 points and
three wins* The remaining[f ive
clu bs to qualify included'Pierce
Dana, MamnerVWiJliams, Prow*
and Woodmani,
"Ihe regular season was the
most fart t hswe had h\ yeatt/'
mid Woodman'*Matt galosh '94,
''It doesn't get much better that*IPLAY/'
Winning the WMd for "most
pathetic" was Drummond Which
not only went 0-4, hut failed to
record a point. Drummond edged
ou t Ka$t Qviul, which also went
win less, but was able to post a
couple of points.
Just days after lite completion
of the rcguliw season/ the intensity-filled playo ffs commenced

with a rainy and sloppy one-day
quarterfinal bonanza f eaturi ng al I
eight teams.
Top seeded Mary tow became
the first ups<Jt victim of the day
when it fell to neighbor and bottom-seed Woodman*
Despite a scheduling controversy which bad second seeded
Piperp layingDanaimtead of Foss,
thePiePipershad a relatively easy
timeadvancingoverthe fifth seed,
3.»0\ Third-secdcd <$m$$rrtiw al$«
defeated thecombination dorm of
Marriner/Williamsto advanceto
the semifinals,
Tho game of (to*day> however,
featured the rescheduled matchup of Foss and Pierce*The Pietca
squad l ed 1-0 with lass than a
mi iratettmtainittg>when Foss was
awarded a penalty kick.
Pierce goalie Dave CVShea 'M,
came tip with a great save,but tht *

said O'Shea. Complicating the
issue was that Pierce was playing with a playerborrowed from
another dorm, a practice not allowed but quite common in IPLAY*
The final pitted Piper and
Foss, with Piper attempting to
win the dorm championshipfor
the third consecutive year. "Ik
Would be quitean honorto threepear, I guess we would he in
pretty select company," said
PiperFoHfcack $cottHiggins '£»5.
Opm tttigB*
Dcspiteits ratherbiaKureteam
names, the open league offered
more competitive pj ay overall

than the dorm mpte *

Pour teams made the playoffs, including Domestic Violence,Spa BagelsSo CoodDud^
Body Count md Small Mammals.Spa Bagels So Good Dude
ball rebounded to the kteker who defeated Small Mammals, 1^0,
then shot and scored f or a tio game. becoming the first tea m to adRules forbid a penalty kicker to vance to the finals Jto ttkfe other
rebound hisown shot,but the goal semi-final, Body Count upended
wart permitted ta stand. The furi- Domestic Violence4-1to avenge
ous Pierce team left the field out of a regularseason loss to Violence.
p rotest,andthegnmewasawardcd
"The open league is a great
to Poaa. *
way for people to get exercise in
"W> felt that we had Won the acompclilivescHing/'saldalumgame. Time had run out while he tiu sTodd Alexander'*)!who still
was taking the kick, and besides il com petes actively Vn Colby
was a play that violated the rules," intramurals* "Its a great ideal"U
niH imn lnu

¦

Echo f ile pliola

This week's devastator is, surprise, Colby football's Matt
Manncring '95, in case you didn't get to see the rest of the sports
section. The sophomore quarterback made his first career start,
leading the Mules to their first win of the season. Manncring, who
threw for 276 yards and 2 TDs on 19-25 passing, won honors as
NESCAC co-offensive player of the week, the second stra ight
wcok a Colby football player has won a plnycrof the wcek award ,
Way to fire, Matt!!!

Volleyball not yet over the net
BY CHRIS DAVENPORT
Asst. Sports Editor

Let bygones be gone
For many a Colby student-sports fart (as opposed to students
revolve *around what exciting
athlete),theacaderoicscHeduleoftep:
afhleticcontest happens to heoa the tube on a given day*
Itisparticidatfy difficulttoget anything doneowan averagefall
Sunday,astheatm%hty^Lbeckot»s.Ptomthiemomerttyotiis^ke^tt>
nt 12:5$ a.rn, and stumble into the lounge witha Cold piece of half*
eatenpizza from thenight hefbre,until 8p^rorwhen ChrisHermanof
*'JSIFLB5meTime'f saysthedayisover, fhetea-minutettckerupdaJes
Jkeep youglued to ihe TV*
But thatall changed this Week.
Because the gods of the MFL decided they were not pocketing
enough moneyfront ticketsales/advertising, multi-billiondollar TV
contracts and the sale of NFL merdiendise, if was not possible to
to
sWeat throughanother^aWwego aurNFLTodaystvdiosinNeW
1
York* update about mybeloved <Jreen #ayPacker/sbecausetheyhad
no gamesscheduledfor a week.
ThePackfers,along with several other teams,had a bye this week.
A bye!Byesweren't madeforthe NFtreguIar season^theywereroade
for the youth soccer playoffs, or the Division HI BCACbasketball
tournament*But not for the NEL*
The head dudes of the league decided two years ago that the
regular season needed to be longer, but that teams should play the
same amount ofgames,They said if wasto givethefans anotherweek
of excitingfootball action,hut we knew the sinister motives behind
the move*Tlieowner$ voted in thischangetoadd the extra weekofTV
andadvertj tsingrevenues, so they could afford thai new fur coat they
desparateiy need while watching thegame from their plush luxury
box.
Mostfoothaltfansfollow oneteam.lf that clubis notplaymgthey
only ha ve apassing interest in the other games,except of coursethose
late-seasoncontestssomeotherteamhastoloseinor^erforyourteam
to makethe playoffs.
For this reason, fans are losing a week of fun-filled/ nail-biting
action right smack in the middle of the season. Some of us look
forwardtoa game all weekin nervous anticipation of the Sunday or
Monday nighthattle,only to realizeas we open the sports section of
theSundayGlobe <lf wecan find it In the dining hall) that there will
be no such game that day.
One may argue that with all the injuries in football today, the
players'could usethe Weekof f to gethealthy,This is silly*Jf ^ p layer
has an injury that caw heal enough in an extraweekoff, he should be
playingto beginwith/giventhesalaries these guysget.If it isa serious
inj ury *heis not going to get better .n the extra weekanyway.
Ther e is al$o the argument that sine* college football teams gqt
weeks off, pros should as well. Come on,theseguys areprofessionals,
That means they get paid for what they do, and they get paid a heck
of a lot Collegekids have other things to worry about, like their
studies,n ot ju st Who they are playing the next week.
If we begin to accept things like this, it could end anywhere,
Picturethe conversationin the library.
"Brian, don't you have to do the reading for your Government
$en»mar?*
"No, wehave a fcye this Woek,"
Even the players and coaches agree. "1don't likethese weeks off/
said Pittsburgh Steelera All-procotnerbackRod Woodson when he

was Md jbfe team had a by*th* following W**k- * I'd rather get Out
there and play tomorrow,*
"Wheny ou*re winning,you wanttokeepup themontent urn/'said
CoachMikeHoImgranofthePackers.*WhcHyou 'relosing,youwant
to get hack out the***and tryagain-"
But alas*Mike and Rod, if ia not the decision of the players,the
coachesor even the lowly Ians*It comes from above. The NPI„ orany
professional sport for that matten> Is not a democracy.So forget
hortuttjtog to call for *cftang*in policy, a letter campaign* art allCampusforum ora ouVhkoutside of CommissionerPauKTagltahue's

hou»e.|u$t attesttfat if *tf tft* ff lMf o to n*xf Sundays

\^ARJD

The Colby women s volleyball
team raised its record to 14-3 last
weekend when it took third place
in the University of Maine at
Farmington Invitational tournament. The team already has one
more win than it did all of last
season, but the Mules "are by no
meanssatisfied,"accordingtoHead
Coach Shelia Cain.
"I am pleased with the team's
effort," said Cain. "The win over
UMF was important for us mentally. But we had not beaten them
before. We need to improve [our]
consistency."
Colby swept by Thomas 15-4,
15-11 in the first match of the tournament,and then went on to defeat
UMF 15-7, 15-13 in the second.
Keeping the intensity high was
tough for the Mules, who played
seven matches in twenty-four
hours,including a tough loss to the
University of New England. Although Colby had beaten UNE earlier in the year, the Mules were
defeated for only the second time

this season, 15-12, 15-13.
"The loss to UNE was tough,"
said Cain. "We played very well at
times,but poorly at others. We will
see UNE again at the Maine State
tournament."
The Mules rebounded on the
second day of the tournament with
an openingwinagainst St.Joseph's
College 15-6,15-3. Cain played six
of her freshmen at the same time
against a weaker Unity squad, to
get a look at the team's future. The
freshmen, showing signs of a bright
future, won 15-6, 15-4.
"1 was pleased with the freshmen. There were no upperclassmen for them to look to. I liked to
look at the future out on the court,"
said Cain.
Caroline Ketchern '96 led this
waveof the future,and was named
to her second all-tournament team
of the season.She led the team with
13kills as well.Theresa Tiangha '96
stood out on defense and Jen Stockton '96 had a good day as a middle
hitter.
The Mules dropped their second match of the tournament
against Endicott College 15-2, 1513. The first game was especially

tough and their second game rebound was "too little too late," according to Cain.
"Endicott j ust outplayed us,"
said Cain. "We were not in the first
game mentally. You've got to force
your opponents to make more errors than you do. We defeated ourselves with unforced errors, but
that's the nature of the game."
In the midst of the defeat Kristin
Scheible '94 was "a real leader on
the court," while Colleen Brenan
'94 served as the "quarterback" of
the team as setter. Due to the high
number of matches "every team
member was a factor," said Cain.
Despite the loss Cain was positive. "Weplayed verywell at times,"
said Cain. "Several matches we were
able to determine the opponent's
weaknessesand make adjustments
to cover our weaknesses. This is a
direct result of increased team confidence and working together as a
team."
The Mules will compete in the
Machias tournament on Oct. 24.
They will use the time until then to
implement a new offensive strategy in preparation for the NESCAC
tournament on the 30th and Slst.Q

face does not have these other concerns. "The Athletic Department
does what it can,but the club sports'
budget is so small that we get stuck
with most of the bill ," said
Frothingham.
"Every person on the team is
responsible for doing their own
share," said Vice President Laura
Keally '94. "They don't just have to
row,but have to do the other things
that keep the program going."
The Crew team is coached by
Yvonne Widener, who rowed at
Northeastern University. She runs
the 5:15 a.m. practice, goes to work,
and returns for the 4:45 p.m. session. Fortunately for the team, Ben
Lyons '95 has stepped in to coach
the novices, who otherwise would
not have gotten the attention they
need and deserve to keep the program st rong for the future. His
help has been instrumental in the
success of the novices, as well as
taking the pressure off the heavily
taxed Widener.
The men's novice boat took firs t
place in the first regatta, the Head
of the Androscoggin, second at the
Lowell regatta and first again last
Saturday. The women'snoviceboat
took third at Lowell, and rowed
very well again Saturday while
entered in a heavyweight race
against much tougher competition.

The men's heavyweight finished fifth out of eight this weekend, a good showing versus extremely strong opponents, showing the team's depth. The strength
of the underclassmen, who number over 50 on this year's team,
shows that Colby is in the process
of building a strong crew program
but for the future.
The team trains on Lake
Messolanskee in Oakland on property owned by Dr. and Mrs. Alan
Hume. "They've been an incredible source of support, especiall y
since we don't have a paid faculty
advisor,"said Vice President Chris
Rogers '94. The area where Colby
rows is now k nown as t he Colby
Hume Center. Dr. Hume has
opened all his facilities for the team,
and even bu ilt them a boa t house
on the lake.
This weekend Colby will be
competeingagainst such traditional
rowing powers as Yale Un i versity
and Princeton University, as well
as many other schools and private
rowing clubs, most of wh ich have
much more size, financial support
and experience than the Colby rowers.
The rowers are anxious and excited. "1 think its really incredible
wecanbecompetitiveagainst teams
See CREW page d

Crew rows it s boat s despi t e hardship
BY BRIAN O'HALLORAN
StaffWriter
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The Colby men's and women's
rowing teams, following another
successful regatta this past weekend, are now looking forward to
the biggest event of the season, the
Head of the Charles in Boston this
Sunday.
Crew, is one of the biggest club
sports on campus, with over sixty
members. It is enjoying a season
which club President Tob y
Frothingham '93 calls "indescribably better" than recent years. The
club will send three boats to Boston
to compete against: heavy competition in the huge Charles River extravaganza.
Last Saturday, at the New
HampshireChampionshipRegatta,
led by the men's lightweight (1st
place finish), womensheavyweight
(2nd), and men 's "B" boats (1st),
the team cont inued the success it
began in its first two regattas. This
success comes despite some economic problems. The team,
st rappedby finan cial di fficul ti es,is
forced to do all of its own maintenance and transport of equ ipment,
as well as most of i t s own
fundraising.
Most of the competition they
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team may have served as a blessing in disguise for the Mules,
since Manncring is j ust as capable of leading the tcarrt to
victory and will have to do so for the next two and a 'half
years.
Still, Manncring was surprised by the decision. "It came
as a shock," said the Walpole, Mass. native. "It was tough
because (Ward is] a good friend , and [now] I take his position."
Quartcrbackis a position Austin has been known to fiddle
with, which may have been one of the factors which caused
Ward to quit. Manncring feels being the go-to guy enables a
quarterback to go from week to week with extra confidence
that he can bo consistent.
"[Austin] had a history of playing with the quarterback,
but knowing I'm the number one quarterback takes the

pressure off ," said Mannering. "i have more freedom and
more of a chance for leadership. All 1 want to do is earn my
teammates' respect and prove that 1 can win."
Austin feels his system,which is often seenat the Division
III level, is effective, and should inhibit the confidence of
neither Ward nor Mannering. "The whole philosophy is to
treat quarterback like any other position,"said Austin. "You
go with whoever is performing and getting the j ob done. Do
wc lose confidence in someone if he is replaced? No.
"Wc felt comfortable with Bobby Ward in there," said
Austin. "And we feel comfortable with Matt Mannering."
As the Mules now turn their attention to the promising
future of a new quarterback, Ward too shifts his focus. "I
guess now I'll bone up on some studying, maybe try to get a
job like everyone else," said Ward.Q
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Bobby Ward '93
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Is your dorm still
alive in the
soccer playoffs?
See page 18

Mules make Wesleyan first victim of the season
BY JONATHANWALSH
Sports Editor

Quarterback Matt Mannering
'95 made his first-ever college start
in last Saturday'sgameat Seaverns
Field, and managed to bring the
previously ailing Mules to a 28-21
win over the Wesleyan College Cardinals.
Mannering propelled Colby(12) to a 21-0 halftime lead on the
strength of 209 first-half yards on
14-17 passing. Mannering was
voted the New England Small College Athletic Conference(NESCAC)
co-offensive player of the week for
his efforts.
Although the Mules suffered a
near breakdown in the fourth quarter—opponents have outscored
Colby 38-15 in the closing period—
they were able to hold off three
Cardinal touchdowns for their first
win of the season.
Just as important for the Mules
was their ability to respond to the
presence of Mannering, who replaced former quarterback Bob
Ward '93. Ward had left the team
one week before.
• "That win was definitel y
needed," said offensive lineman
Brian Quinn '92.5, who combined
with lineman Chuck DiGrande'92.5
to provide Mannering the kind of
protection required when passing
for 276 yards.
The beneficiary of Colby's
trenchwork was thankful for the
time his offensive line gave him.
"They gave me all day to throw the
ball, and that makes it a lot easier,"
said Mannering.

"We had a young quarterback
who came throughbig,"said Quinn.
"Chuck and I have been here five
years and it's important to make
sure Matt settles down. 1 guess we
did a good job in doing that."
Colby did a good job putting the
ball in the end zone in the first half,
where the Mules have now
outscored opponents 36-17. Running backs Chris Austin '94 and
Brad Smith '96 and tight end Todd
Bosselait '93 built up Colby's halftime advantage with a touchdown
apiece.
The Mules made it interesting
when they allowed the Cardinals to
connect with the end zone three
times in the last quarter. However,
a few big-time defensive plays and
a key fourth-down conversion
brought a stop to Wesleyan 's
mounting momentum.
The score was 21-14 and
Wesleyan was marching toward
Colby territory with under five minutes remaining. But disaster was
about to strike the Cardinals.
Defensive end Shawn Jenkins
'93 nailed Cardinal quarterback
DaveD'Onofrio from behind,causing a fumble that was recovered by
the Mules.
"I guess 1 was due for a big ChrisAustin '94 helps the Mules turn the corner
play," said Jenkins. "It came at a on their season in Colby's 28-21 victory over Wesleyan.
good time."
the final gun was all that remained.
Colby's last serious hurd le came away with a 21-yard jaunt.
Another
of
the
day
bri
's
spots
Although Colby still needs to
ght
on the ensuing series, when the
came
from
struggling
kicker
John work on its play late in the second
Mules faced a fourth-and-one situation. Fullback Sherman Hellenese Jordan '94, who putaway all four of half, the Mules seem to finall y be
headed in therightdirectionin what
'95 responded with an eight-yard Colby's extra-point attempts.
Wesleyan did score once more, still can be their best season in years.
carry, followed by runs of 3 and 11
with 29 seconds left, but Colby de"[The team has] talked about
yards.
Not to be upstaged, t ailback fensive back Rich Rygalski '94 held the aspect of knocking out the opDave McCarthy '93 put the game onto theCardinals'onside kick,and ponent," said Coach Tom Austin.

p hoto by Cina Werthzim

"But [Saturday] we had better focus, and we had our best week of
practice from beginning to end .The
objective now is to go from week to
week and get better. We still have a
chance obtain most of our goals,
and obviously this was one very
necessary step."Q

Women's X-country
Ward leaves team
encouraged by Maine States
BY JONATHANWALSH
Sports Editor

BY CBB1S DAVENPORT

Prcscott,St.Joseph's ColIgcUnityr
Asst. Sports Editor
and Maine Maritime Academy,
"Before the race we decided we
Success is inevitable when wanted to beclose enough to make
n early al l of th e women's cross- Bates nervous going into the
country team's top runnersrun NBSCAC's/'said Head CoachDeb
their personal best times,which Aitken.
is why the Mules placed Second
Severance 's return should
in the Maine State meet at the make the Bobcats* of Bates even
Universityof Southern Mainelasl more nervous in th e u pcoming
Saturday .
Hew England Small Collge AthOnly preface fav orite letic Conference INESCACJ race,
Bowdoin College finished ahead However/ if the Mul es ran like
of the Mules,even thoughColby they did last weekend, they may
placed no one in the top seven,
wot even need her*
"We a.s a team ran out of bur
"We had almost everyone itt
ihe top five run their personal minds/'said Aitken.'It wascleatly
best on a tough course. You can't fhebes t race of the season. It was a
ask for more than that/ said ri$k-taking day, We proved that
we belong up in the ranWfl&V ,
Aitken,
leading Colby's runners Was
In addition, the Mules did not
have top runner Michelle Sever- Susan Ha le '94, who captured
ance '$4,who wa$ out wi th a ki d- eighth placewithherperaonalbest
My infection.
Hm<S 0f J9;n>
Colby's highlight for the day
Jen Hartshorn '94.S "fta n the
was d ef ea ti ng Ba t es Coll ege, fastest two miles oi her life," acwhich trailed the Mules* iu flWrd cording to Aitken, Unfortunately*
pfoce by a me t* three pain f a tha course was thre<Mrtih>s long*
*Thc third mile caught up to
Rounding out the field were
,
U.
Maine
Southern Maine
hety lwt she was still able to hold

her position."Her personal besi
time of 19:22 was good enougl
for eleventh place,
len ia Ascenso '95'$ time oJ
19;28 earned her a thirteentl
place finish, and Amy Chekoj
'95 ran her fastest time (19A9]
and finished fifteenth.
Beth Timm '9$ f inished 42
seconds faster than she did lasi
year on ihe same course/ with a
rim« of 19:37. "I didn 't think 3
was going to get a personalbc$i
al all/' said Timm. "It's a verj
tough course/"
Heather tttm '93, Kerrj
A ckcrm an '94 and Captair
Candace Ki liner'93gave Colby,1
ttilecta in the 46 through2$ slots
and fta cheJ ZkttoW '°f> took -a
minute off herprovious time f o<
a Sftrd-placc finish.
"We stayed withBowdoin foi
most 0jf th* raw/ wid Aitken
"Wereallyratttcd Bates, Gurrunners were running in great pool
tions.lt wasacortfidence boostei
to know thoy could take a cha «c<
and succeed. It was a real breakthrough weekend for us/' Q

When Colby football quarterback Bob Ward '93 announced last
week that he was leaving the team,
it brought about the end of one era
and the advent of another.
Ended were Ward 's Colby ca-,
recr and the revolving Colby quarterback era—at least for two years,
barring injury.
Begun was the Matt Mannering
Era, the sophomore quarterback
who has thrown for473yardson 41
completions in two games this season.
Although the transition seems
to be working smoothly so far, it
was a tenuous situation between
Ward and CoachTom Austin which
initiated Ward's departure. Ward
and Austin both felt the nature of
the quarterback's departure was a
stone better left unturned .
'Why I quit is between mo and
Coach [Austin]," said Ward. Austin issued similar explanations.
"Bobby left for personal reasons,
which are between he and myself,"
said Austin. "I was disappointed,
but that was his decision."
Nonetheless,Ward and the team
have severed only their on-ficld

relations, and the senior from Salem, Mass. values his time with the
Colby football program.
"Hey, I hope they win the restof
their games, I'm their biggest fan,",^
said Ward . "I had a great time. It.
was a huge part of my life, a place
where I met some great friends, and
I'll have some great memories."
Among the memories of Ward
as quarterback, the most famous
remains his engineering of the
game-winning drive at ' Bowdoin
College two years ago, which may
go down as one of the most exciting
games in Colby history.
Since that time,however, things
have never really been the same for
Ward , who has been plagued by
theaftereffectsof a debilitating knee
injury suffered his freshman year.
Ward, who was pulled in the
first quarter from the Middlebury
College game on Oct. 3 after connecting on only one of his first six
passes, contends that his departure
had nothing to do with talent. "I
think I can have a chance to win
every game out thoro," said Ward.
"Obviously Matt's doing a great
job, but, hey, I still know how to
win."
However, War d lea ving the
See WARD page 19

